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Abstract

Designing Exploratory Search Systems that Stimulate Memory and Reduce Cognitive Load

Savvas Dimitrios Petridis

From music fans finding new songs in a genre, graphic designers brainstorming ways to

depict a message, and journalists scrutinizing documents for angles, people often conduct

exploratory searches to understand complex topics. In contrast to traditional search, which is

done to quickly answer simple questions, exploratory search is an iterative learning process that

involves understanding an information space in order to find useful pieces of information.

Exploratory search is composed of two, closely-related sub-processes: (1) information foraging,

choosing sources and collecting information, and (2) sensemaking, organizing this information

into a mental framework. Both of these sub-processes are cognitively taxing and heavily rely on

our memory. For information foraging, users need to read long, complex resources and recognize

useful pieces of information. For sensemaking, as users encounter more information, it becomes

harder to relate new information to their current knowledge. The spreading activation theory of

memory purports that the information we encounter materializes in our working memory, which

spreads activation into our long-term memory, enabling us to recall related semantic information

to make sense of newly found information. From this theory, this thesis introduces three strategies

for creating organizations that better stimulate memory: (1) constructing overviews that are

association networks that mimic our memory’s structure, (2) incorporating our prior knowledge

in these overviews, and (3) providing concrete information to help us make sense of abstract

ideas. This thesis demonstrates how to employ these strategies through three exploratory search



systems across three domains: (A) SymbolFinder helps graphic designers explore visual symbols

for abstract concepts, (B) TastePaths helps music fans explore artists within a genre, and (C)

AngleKindling supports journalists explore story angles for a press release. Through this body of

work, I demonstrate that by designing exploratory search systems to stimulate our memory, we

can make acquiring and making sense of knowledge less cognitively demanding.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The advent of the Internet has made an extraordinary amount of information easily accessible.

To help users quickly sift through this data, early information retrieval (IR) researchers developed

look-up based systems where users input questions, such as “Who are the members of the The

Beatles?” and the system responds with an answer [1]. While this look-up pattern is effective

for question-answering, it does not adequately support search tasks that involve learning about a

complex topic, such as students learning about dense subject areas, work teams researching solu-

tions for products, and scientists investigating complex phenomena [2]. Unlike answering a simple

question, these tasks require an open-ended exploration of a broad topic and require support for

understanding the information space surrounding the topic, as well as identifying useful sources

of information [3] [4]. Ultimately, exploratory search is a learning process and requires support

beyond looking up answers to questions.

Exploratory search consists of two intertwined processes: (1) information foraging and (2)

sensemaking. Information foraging is the process of collecting and extracting information from

resources [5]. As one explores, they opportunistically “forage” for information, making decisions

on which web page or resource to explore based on its “information scent”, which is their “(imper-

fect) perception of the value, cost, or access path of information sources obtained from proximal

cues, such as bibliographic citations, WWW links, or icons representing the sources” [6]. Af-

ter choosing a resource based on its scent, exploratory searchers then “exploit” it, e.g. carefully

read it [7] and begin the sensemaking process. While information foraging involves collecting

data, sensemaking involves organizing this data: “sensemaking is the process of searching for a

representation and encoding data in that representation to answer task-specific questions” [8]. Fi-

nally, these two processes bleed into each other: users forage for information, organize it, realize

that there is a gap in this organization, and then forage for more information to fill this gap [7].
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Exploratory search is a loop that involves collecting and mentally organizing information.

Information foraging and sensemaking are cognitively taxing processes that heavily rely on our

memory. [8]. A fundamental challenge of information foraging is the “cost of having to actually

work through the material and eventually exploit it” [7]. Reading takes time and mental energy.

And as users read through long, complex resources, they rely on their memory to recognize useful

pieces of information, through information scent, to direct their search [6]. And if information

scent is misleading or not immediately understandable, users will inevitably expend time and en-

ergy exploiting resources that contain irrelevant or uninteresting information [6]. Finally, when

users find useful information, they have to add it to their mental organization. One challenge with

this is that “human working memory has inherent capacity limits” [7]. As they encounter more

and more information, users have a hard time recalling and relating their current knowledge to

new information. Because of this, it becomes difficult to organize information and make informed

decisions on where to explore next. Overall, exploratory search is cognitively difficult and relies

on our ability to recall related semantic information.

To help users learn more easily, exploratory search systems should stimulate our memory

so that we can better forage and make sense of new information. However, current exploratory

search systems do not do enough to stimulate our memory. There are three broad categories of ex-

ploratory search systems: (1) query-expansion-based interfaces, (2) cluster-based interfaces, and

(3) network-based interfaces, and each could better help us recall related information. Query ex-

pansion provides related keywords and images that are close to the original query. And while these

keywords might help users recognize a useful direction to take their search, they often are unor-

ganized and could be connected together to create a stronger information scent and stimulus

for our memory. Cluster-based interfaces go a step further than query expansion and proactively

organize pieces of information into groups to construct an overview. However, within these clus-

ters, information pieces are still very abstract, like entire documents, and are often very hard to

compare and connect to each other. Finally, network-based interfaces explicitly link information

together, often in more understandable ways than cluster-based interfaces, but they still operate
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with pieces of information that are too abstract. And at the same time, these interfaces do not

incorporate the user’s prior knowledge to help them connect new information to what they al-

ready know. As a result, users are (1) left to tediously rediscover knowledge they have already

encountered and (2) made to make sense of new information without context and background infor-

mation. By designing exploratory search systems with our memory in mind, we can make learning

less cognitively taxing.

This thesis applies memory theory to better organize information in exploratory search systems

so that we can make learning less cognitively taxing. We dive deep into a prominent theory of

memory, which posits that human semantic memory is a network, where each node is a piece

of information and each edge represents an association [9] [10]. When we encounter a piece of

information, its node is activated in our memory, and then this activation spreads to that node’s

neighbors, triggering related thoughts and ideas. From this spreading activation theory of memory,

we derive three memory strategies to incorporate into exploratory search systems:

• Association network. Organize the information overview into an association network. By

doing so, the overview’s structure mimics that of our memory and helps group information

together to create a stronger stimulus for our memory.

• Prior knowledge. Incorporate the user’s prior knowledge into the overview. Illustrating

connections between the user’s prior knowledge and new information helps users recall ad-

ditional semantic information to make the new information stick better to what they already

know.

• Concreteness. Concretize abstract information. Concrete information is more salient in our

memory, and by providing concrete examples for abstract information, we better integrate

this abstract knowledge with our current knowledge.

These three memory strategies are incorporated into three exploratory search systems: Symbol-

Finder, TastePaths, and AngleKindling (Figure 1.1). All three systems incorporate association

network and concreteness, while TastePaths also incorporates prior knowledge:
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Figure 1.1: Three exploratory search systems that better stimulate our memory: Symbol-
Finder, TastePaths, and AngleKindling. Each takes in an abstract input, such as a concept, entire
genre, or a convoluted press release, and constructs an association network to serve as an overview.
Each system guides users to progressively more concrete information. And finally, TastePaths also
incorporates the user’s prior knowledge into this overview.

• SymbolFinder helps graphic designers create visual metaphors by exploring multiple, di-

verse symbols for abstract concepts. From an abstract concept, SymbolFinder constructs an

association network consisting of word-association clusters that capture the meanings and

contexts of the abstract concept. When diving deeper into each cluster, users explore pro-

gressively concrete information like concrete words which are potential ideas for symbols,

as well as images (Figure 1.1A).

• TastePaths helps music fans explore and discover new artists and songs within a genre.

From the user’s prior knowledge, i.e. three artists the user listens to frequently in a genre,

TastePaths constructs an association network consisting of the many sub-genres within a

larger genre. Users explore progressively concrete information like artists and songs within

each cluster to find new music (Figure 1.1B).

• AngleKindling helps journalists explore angles for story ideas, given a press release. From
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a long press release, AngleKindling splits the document into an overview of sections. Each

section is then associated with a set angles like, potential controversies and negative out-

comes, which might inspire a story. And finally, for each angle, a concrete news article is

provided for background context (Figure 1.1C).

1.0.1 Contributions

The complete list of this dissertation’s contributions include the following:

Concepts and Techniques

• Three design strategies for stimulating memory in exploratory search: (1) association net-

work, (2) prior knowledge, and (3) concreteness.

• Incrementally generating an association network from an item in a knowledge graph and

using network centrality and other network-properties to create an organized view of the

data.

• Using a few-shot LLM-prompt to construct a search space given a document.

• Sorting items within clusters by concreteness and relevance to help users quickly make sense

of abstract information.

Artifacts

• SymbolFinder, a system which helps novice graphic designers explore visual symbols for

abstract concepts.

• TastePaths, a system which helps music listeners explore and find songs to listen to in a

genre.

• AngleKindling, a system which helps journalists explore story angles for a press release.

Experimental Results

• Three formative studies which illustrate that users have trouble exploring the diverse ele-

ments of an information space because of fixation and the limits of their memory.
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• A comparative user study with 10 novice designers, which demonstrates that SymbolFinder

helps users find 50% more symbols with significantly less mental demand and effort. This

result supports that an association network and concreteness helped users remember and

explore the diverse meanings associated with an abstract concept.

• A study with two versions of TastePaths (with and with-out prior knowledge) demonstrating

that prior knowledge is very useful for exploring and understanding an overview.

• A study illustrating that AngleKindling was perceived to be significantly more helpful for

thinking of story ideas with less mental demand than a prior journalistic angle-ideation tool

that provides less concrete suggestions.
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Chapter 2: Background

In the following section, I introduce exploratory search and distinguish it from the most com-

mon interaction pattern for accessing data, lookup. Then I explain two essential processes of

exploratory search: (1) information foraging and (2) sensemaking. These two processes depend on

our memory, and to explain this, I go over a prominent theory of memory that posits our memories

are nodes in a semantic network. Finally, I look at current, interactive exploratory search systems

and discuss how they do and do not apply memory theory to their design.

2.1 Exploratory search

There is an extraordinary abundance of information available on the web, in libraries, news-

papers, and encyclopedias, too much for an individual to sift through without help. To support

users in quickly surfacing the content they need, information retrieval (IR) researchers developed

lookup-based retrieval models, where users enter a text query and the system surfaces relevant

documents in a sorted list [1]. This lookup interaction pattern is used by most major Web search

engines, such as Google 1 and Bing 2, and is the most prominent way we seek information.

While lookup search effectively supports question-answer scenarios, it does not suffice when

users’ goals are less certain and more open-ended. Instead of answering a specific question, users

conduct exploratory searches to “improve their understanding of a topic”, and they often tackle

problems that are “ill-structured” and require “additional information from external sources” to

help clarify their goals and actions [11]. The exploratory search process is essentially a learning

process, where users learn more about the topic they are exploring and refine their goals: “During

exploratory searches, it is likely that the problem context will become better understood by the

1https://www.google.com/
2https://www.bing.com/
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searcher, allowing them to make more informed decisions about interaction of information use” [4].

Finally, as the user has learned more about the topic, they might transition to “focused searching”,

where they conduct more look-up oriented searches and spend time extracting information from

targeted areas in the information space. All in all, exploratory search involves learning about a

topic, and as users learn, their goals and interests become more concrete and targeted.

To support learning, exploratory search systems need to help users understand the diversity of

information around the topic and easily understand the information they encounter. By presenting

users a diverse set of results for the topic, the system helps them “learn more about an entire subject

area topic” [4] and also helps them with “orienteering”, the process through which users employ

their “recall and recognition skills” to determine relevant areas in the information space [12]. As

well as providing an overview to help users situate themselves, exploratory search systems should

also provide assistance for deriving insights from the documents they find [3]. Extracting and

synthesizing information from documents is time consuming and mentally taxing, and supporting

this process would help users further explore the information space. Finally, users have different

knowledge and skill-levels, so exploratory search systems should provide information and docu-

ments personalized to that user so that they best learn [4]. Toward helping users learn, exploratory

search systems can help orient them and extract information according to their needs and skills.

2.2 Information foraging and sensemaking

Exploratory search consists of two, closely-related processes: information foraging and sense-

making, both of which are cognitively taxing. Information foraging is broadly the process of

collecting information. There are two main challenges in information foraging: (1) information

scent and (2) information exploitation [5]. As one explores, they opportunistically “forage” for

information, jumping from resource to resource and extracting information from them. In infor-

mation foraging theory, these resources are known as “patches” and each patch has a different

information value to that user [5]. Users make decisions on which patch to visit based on its

“information scent”, which is their “(imperfect) perception of the value, cost, or access path of
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information sources obtained from proximal cues, such as bibliographic citations, WWW links,

or icons representing the sources” [6]. After choosing a resource based on its scent, exploratory

searchers then “exploit” it, e.g. carefully read or extract information from it [5]. While choosing a

patch is relatively quick, exploiting it, or “actually work[ing] through the material” is quite costly

and time consuming [7] [3]. This cost compounds when users misinterpret information scent and

accidentally exploit patches with low information value, acquiring minimal information for a great

deal of effort. Overall, information foraging is the collecting component of exploratory search, and

it’s main cognitive cost is extracting information from a resource.

While information foraging is the process of collecting information, sensemaking is the pro-

cess of organizing information into a mental framework. Exploratory search is a learning process,

of which a key component is sensemaking, the mental loop through which users fit data to a frame-

work and fit a framework to data [13]. As users come across information, they begin initiating

frames that can potentially organize the data, but as they explore further, this framework might be

challenged by new data that does not quite fit. They must then either adjust the framework or col-

lect more data to address this “cognitive gap” [14]. Adjusting a framework is cognitively taxing; it

involves assessing all the information collected and generating a new organization. This becomes

increasingly difficult as the amount of encountered data increases, because “human working mem-

ory has inherent capacity limits”, limiting “the number of hypotheses, the amount of evidence. . .

that can be simultaneously heeded” [7]. In summary, sensemaking is the iterative process of or-

ganizing information into a mental framework and is limited by one’s ability to recall and relate

information.

2.3 The spreading activation of memory

Memory plays a crucial role in exploratory search. In information foraging, users recall and

recognize information in titles and text snippets to evaluate information scent and “orient” them-

selves [12] [15]. In sensemaking, users rely on their memory to recall and relate the information

they have seen to create mental frameworks of their new knowledge [13]. In the following section,
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Figure 2.1: Memory is composed of two parts: (1) working and (2) long-term. When our
minds are stimulated, nodes in working memory are “activated” and spread this activation to nodes
in long-term memory, recalling semantically related information.

I discuss a prominent theory of memory used by researchers to study and predict how users forage

for information.

Anderson’s theory of memory states that human semantic memory can be represented as a

network where each node, or “cognitive unit”, contains a sentence-worth of information, and edges

between nodes represent associations [9] [15]. Many psychological studies have been conducted

that provide evidence for this theory [16] [17] [18]. There are two types of memory present in this

network: working and long-term. Working memory consists of the information currently being

processed in the system and is composed of information pertaining to our current environment and

what we are currently thinking about. Working memory nodes are connected to nodes in long-term

memory, which contains information that is permanently stored in the system. The relationship

between these two types of memory is responsible for how we recall information.

We recall information through a “spreading activation”, which starts in our working memory

and spreads and activates nodes in our long-term memory. While our minds are stimulated, a node

in working memory can serve as a source of activation. This activation then spreads to nodes in

long-term memory, diminishing in strength as it spreads through the network until it disappears.
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For example, we might be reading an article which activates node 𝑛1 in our working memory

(Figure 2.1). From 𝑛1, its activation would spread to 𝑛3 and 𝑛4, which would both in turn spread

activation to 𝑛6. Finally, 𝑛6 would spread an activation to 𝑛5. The activation strength received

by each node is dependent on (1) the activation strength of the node in working memory, in this

case 𝑠1, (2) its base-level activation strength, 𝑠𝑖, and (3) the strengths of each of its neighbors in

long-term memory. The stronger the original activation, the greater the recall.

To study how users forage for information [10], Pirolli and Card applied Anderson’s theory

of memory [9] to predict which clusters users would select in the Scatter/Gather [19] document

browsing system. Scatter/Gather is an interface which enables users to browse a large document

collection. The system starts with a set of clusters that summarize the entire collection. Users

select or “gather” clusters they are interested in, which are then “scattered” or re-clustered into a

new set. Critically, each cluster is labeled with a “cluster summary”: a set of topics (frequently

occurring keywords) and a set of document titles with their respective topics; this summary is the

cluster’s information scent.

Pirolli and Card predict which clusters users will select based on their spreading activation

relative to the query, which they defined as: 𝐴𝑖 = 𝐵𝑖 +
∑

𝑗 𝑊 𝑗𝑆𝑖 𝑗 . 𝐴𝑖 is the activation of query

word 𝑖. 𝐵𝑖 is the base-level activation of 𝑖, 𝑆𝑖 𝑗 is the association strength between cluster word

𝑗 and query word 𝑖, and 𝑊 𝑗 is the base level activation of cluster word 𝑗 . That is, the activation

strength of a query word 𝑖 for a particular cluster summary depends on its base-level strength and

the strength of its associations with that cluster’s words. The clusters which had a higher activa-

tion for the query were predicted to be selected more often. To evaluate these predictions, they

analyzed extensive user logs and found that these predicted clusters correlated highly with those

that were actually selected by users, beating two strong baselines, including (1) word overlap and

(2) the co-occurrence of the query words and the summary words. Therefore, this study provides

initial evidence that the strength of spreading activation a scent provides is predictive of what we

recognize and choose to explore, suggesting we should design exploratory search systems so that

they stimulate our memory.
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2.4 Exploratory search interfaces

A plethora of interactive, exploratory search systems have been developed. In the following

section, I’ll first go over systems which aim to expand a user’s search either by query expansion

or by incorporating images, then systems which use clustering to summarize the search space, and

finally systems which have users explore and make sense of networks.

One of the first methods implemented to help users explore beyond their original query was

query expansion. Common techniques for expanding a user’s query include providing keywords

that were extracted from the most relevant documents associated with the query [20] [21], words

that commonly co-occur with past queries made to the system [22], or highly associated concepts

from a knowledge graph [23] [24]. As well as suggesting keywords, other interactive tools like

IdeaWall [25] and Idea expander [26] provided images related to the current brainstorm to spark

new ideas. While related keywords and images can stimulate the user’s memory to broaden their

search, these suggestions are often very close to the user’s original query, assisting them more

in query disambiguation rather than helping them view the diversity of information around their

initial query.

Instead of providing suggestions close to the user’s original query, other interactive systems

generate an overview of results by clustering the query’s results. Recipescape generates clusters

meant to capture the different methods for cooking a particular dish [27]. To help users differentiate

these clusters, the system provides a multitude of statistics for users to examine. In addition, many

exploratory search systems were developed to help users explore large corpora of text. Systems like

Overview [28], Exploratory Labeling Assistant [29], Scatter/Gather [19] and Topic-relevance map

[30], construct bag-of-words vector-representations of documents and cluster them. While these

methods are able to organize the space of documents, these systems do not do much to engage a

user’s memory. Often the clusters are not interpretable, either because the documents within them

are not so related or the keywords are broad and provide little information scent. At the same time,

these systems do little to reduce the cognitive load of each item in the cluster. Users are often still
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left to read entire documents, which are not accurately summarized to stimulate concepts in their

memory.

Finally, a number of exploratory search systems support users in exploring and making sense

of large networks. Apolo helps users construct their own organization of a citation network [31].

Users start with a paper of interest and begin manually clustering related works, while the system

suggests papers that fit the current organization. Instead of helping users construct an organization,

VIGOR automatically constructs an organization by creating an embedding for each paper using

its network features, projecting these embeddings in a 2d space, then clustering them [32]. Both

of these systems rely on the user to either create or make sense of clusters without much guid-

ance. Apolo assumes the user already has knowledge of the papers they’re organizing and provides

no assistance in summarizing them or reducing their cognitive load. Meanwhile, VIGOR creates

clusters that must be deciphered by users from their feature distributions. In both cases, to better

stimulate user’s memories, these systems should better summarize their clusters into coherent and

interpretable concepts as well as reduce the amount of information per cognitive unit.

Additionally for each following chapter, we include related work that pertains to its particular

domain.
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Chapter 3: SymbolFinder: Brainstorming Diverse Symbols Using Local

Semantic Networks

3.1 Introduction

Visual symbols play a vital role in daily communication. They are used in public signs, user in-

terfaces, logos, and advertisements to convey important information (Figure 3.2). Symbols quickly

and effectively convey abstract ideas using representative concrete objects. For example, “lost and

found” is represented by an umbrella and a glove and “search” is represented by a magnifying

glass. These concrete objects are also the building blocks for more creative symbolic illustrations,

such as the “global warming” PSA in Figure 3.2, which combines ice cream, a symbol of melt,

with a symbol of Earth. Through these concrete objects, we can enable communication that is

quickly understood and universal.

While there has been a great deal of work in the graphic arts and in icon design on how to create

icons from an image of an object [33] [34], the problem of how to find these symbolic objects for

an abstract concept has been relatively overlooked. Visual language is constantly evolving. New

symbols are constantly being created to represent new experiences, organizations, and interactions

on interfaces [35]. Novices with little to no experience in graphic design are also creating symbols

for logos, websites, slide decks, mobile apps and games. Novices have difficulty not only designing

icons from concrete objects, but also finding concrete objects to represent the concepts they want

to symbolize in the first place.

Finding symbols is particularly challenging for novice designers when (1) the concepts they

would like to represent are very abstract and (2) they want to combine them to create more compli-

cated meanings. One such visual design challenge that inspired SymbolFinder and embodies both

of these problems is visual metaphors: illustrations that combine symbols to convey a complex
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Figure 3.1: SymbolFinder takes as input abstract concepts like reform and police and helps users
brainstorm many diverse objects that symbolically represent those concepts. With this diverse set
of symbols, novice designers find it easier to make compelling symbolic illustrations.

meaning, like the “police reform” illustration in Figure 3.1. The two symbols in a visual metaphor

must be combined in such a way that their shapes blend naturally and the combined design ac-

curately reflects the emotional tone of the message [36] [37]. To accommodate such constraints

and create many design alternatives, it is essential to find a diverse set of symbols for the abstract

concepts being depicted. However, converting these abstract concepts into a diverse set of visual

symbols is hard for novice designers, preventing them from effectively combining them to convey

a message.

In order to understand the challenges and workflow of novice designers, we conducted a for-

mative study, where novice participants used Google Images to find symbols for abstract concepts.

We observed that novices relied almost exclusively on recalling their own associations about the

concept to search for related images. They often had difficulty brainstorming many different re-

lated words, and ended up fixating on a narrow set of associations, which represented a limited

aspect of the concept being symbolized. Novices needed help to explore diverse ideas, which is

crucial to finding an effective and creative solution [38] [39]. Finally, novices struggled to convert
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Figure 3.2: Four visual symbols, from four domains: (1) transportation hubs, (2) human-computer
interfaces, (3) logos, and (4) public service announcements.

abstract associations into concrete objects and actions that could visually represent the concept.

Inspired by these observations, we created SymbolFinder to help novices find compelling vi-

sual symbols for abstract concepts. SymbolFinder helps users brainstorm associations by providing

related words from an expansive word association data set. By clustering the related words into

groups, each of which represents a related but distinct aspect of the concept, SymbolFinder en-

courages users to explore a broad range of related contexts, rather than fixating on a narrow set of

associations. To create these clusters, SymbolFinder constructs a semantic network of word associ-

ations and detects highly connected communities of words. Finally, SymbolFinder helps users find

imageable objects and actions by organizing words related to each cluster by word-concreteness.

This work presents the following contributions:

• SymbolFinder: an interactive interface for finding concrete images to represent abstract con-

cepts.

• A technique for applying local semantic networks to word association data to help users

perform a broad and deep brainstorm.

• An evaluation showing that users found on average 49% more unique symbols using Sym-

bolFinder than they did using Google Images. Additionally, SymbolFinder was perceived to

require significantly less effort and mental demand.

• A case study of novice designers using SymbolFinder to find the assets they need to create
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more than 10 different visual metaphor prototypes for each of 3 news articles.

3.2 Related Work

3.2.1 Visual Symbols

Symbols are fundamental in visual communication and are used in a variety of contexts. They

accompany headlines in news articles [35], represent actions in computer interfaces [40] [33],

guide people in transportation hubs [41], represent corporations in logos [42], and form associa-

tions with products in advertisements [43]. There are many advantages in communicating ideas

with symbols. Symbols often require less space to encapsulate an idea than using the word itself,

saving space in interfaces, maps, and signs [44]. People can more quickly and easily recognize

symbols than words because of our innate visual processes [45] [40]. Symbols are more univer-

sally understood than words across cultures, which is why they are used and designed for inter-

national transportation hubs [41] [46]. Finally, depicting ideas pictorially aids their memorability

and recognition [47] [48]. For these reasons, we built SymbolFinder, to help convey more abstract

ideas visually.

3.2.2 Query Expansion and Exploratory Image Search

The queries that users enter when searching for images are often ambiguous and can refer to

many different real-world entities. Many researchers have recognized this problem and created

tools to help users either clarify their search or find what they’re looking for by providing a diverse

set of image results. Textual query suggestions are a common technique for helping a user clarify

their search. Keywords can be extracted from the most relevant documents associated with the

query [49] [21] or taken from commonly occurring pairs of queries from search logs [22] [50].

Zha et. al. improved upon this technique by showing clusters of visually similar images for

each keyword to help users preview and compare the images for each keyword [51]. IGroup

employs a similar technique, by extracting common phrases (n-grams) from the most relevant

documents associated with the query and presenting clusters of images for each of these phrases
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[52]. While keyword suggestions help users disambiguate their queries, they do not let them

explore the broader associated meanings and contexts of their search. By using a word associations

dataset, SymbolFinder presents broader contexts that expand the user’s idea of the query to help

them brainstorm.

Instead of using the documents associated with the images, other tools expand queries with

knowledge bases to capture diverse intentions. PARAgrab takes synonyms, hyponyms, and hy-

pernyms from WordNet [53] and presents these as related searches to users [24]. Hoque et. al.

use both the incoming and outgoing of links of the query’s Wikipedia page to provide a list of re-

lated queries [54]. A separate knowledge base is used to cluster these associations into categories

like person, place, and location. CIDER adds to this work by spatially arranging the images from

these different queries based on their visual attributes [55]. These tools serve to quickly disam-

biguate a user’s search, like separating Denzel Washington the actor from Washington D.C., the

place. However, the organization of these related concepts does not capture different meanings

and greater contexts associated with the query. For example, for a query like reform, instead of

returning a list of specific types of reform, SymbolFinder presents a set of diverse clusters, each

encapsulating a different sense of reform like “fix, amend, redo” and “new, update, innovative”, to

help the user brainstorm. Lastly, ICONATE [56], a system for automatically generating compound

icons, expands an abstract query with a manually created concept map. SymbolFinder instead en-

ables users to conduct their own search over the possible associations related to the concept, which

helps them understand the space better and find a symbol better suited for their goal.

There exist also a multitude of exploratory image search tools that help users explore diverse

results by clustering images. Cai et. al. use text, link, and visual features to cluster a query’s image

results [57]. Leuken et. al. create a similar system, involving a dynamic weighting function for

the visual features, creating clusters that better align with a human’s idea of image diversity [58].

Fan et. al. create a visual summary of image results on Flickr by creating a topic network from

user-generated tags. This enabled users to view an overview of the various images connected to

their query and explore highly connected clusters [59]. By providing clusters of word-associations
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Figure 3.3: The types of symbols include: representative (indirectly and directly), as well as ab-
stract (radioactive symbol).

associated with the query, SymbolFinder also presents an overview of diverse contexts related to

the query. However, a crucial component of SymbolFinder is the ability to dive deeper into each

cluster and explore concrete words. By incorporating concreteness and in-depth exploration of

each cluster, SymbolFinder helps users find objects to symbolize their abstract query.

3.3 Background: What makes a good symbol?

According to the theory of symbols, there are three basic types of symbols: abstract, directly

representational, and indirectly representational [60] (Figure 3.3). A symbol is abstract when an

abstract pattern represents the idea, like the radioactive symbol. A symbol is directly representa-

tional when its content is an exact representation of its idea, like the telephone symbol in Figure

3.3. A symbol is indirectly representational when the image content is associated with but not an

exact representation of the idea, like the coat hanger, which represents a coat check (Figure 3.3).

SymbolFinder was built to help people find indirectly representational symbols for abstract con-

cepts that have a variety of meanings and contexts associated with them. These types of symbols

do not require a new design like the radioactive symbol and are difficult to find with current image

databases, unlike directly representational symbols, as these databases do not enable an exploration
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Figure 3.4: The rules for what makes a good symbol, derived from theory on icons and symbols,
and explained with the concept: summer. These rules were shown to both raters and participants.

of various ideas related to the concept.

A representational symbol can contain three things: a single object, a few related objects, or

an action [33]. For example, the coat hanger is the most essential object related to a coat check,

and thus makes a good single object symbol. Sometimes an extra object makes a symbol more

specifically related to the idea it represents. For example, a scissor and a comb together represent

a hair salon better than either one alone. The two of them together effectively represent the tools a

hair stylist uses. Finally, a symbol can also contain an action, like the airport arrivals symbol, in

which there is a man hailing a taxi. These three categories make up the vast majority of the content

displayed in representational symbols.

A good representational symbol is simple and concrete in the content it depicts [34] [33]. The

most essential quality of a symbol is that it is recognizable. Its content should contain no more than

what is necessary to depict the idea. Visual complexity and extra entities only make them slower

to interpret and recognize. From this symbol theory, we establish a set of rules to help users of our

system find good symbols (Figure 3.4). A good, indirectly representational symbol can be:

• A single concrete object. The object must be able to represent the concept on its own
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(Figure 3.4a).

• Multiple related objects. The objects should be related to the concept and to each other,

like the combination of the scissor and comb in Figure 3.3. However, they should not be the

same object, like the watermelon slices (Figure 3.4e), since one is enough to convey the idea.

Symbols with more than two representative objects, like the collection of unrelated beach

objects in (Figure 3.4e) are too complicated and can be separated into separate symbols.

• A concrete action. The action should be concrete and shown clearly, like the volleyball

spike in (Figure 3.4c), as opposed to the more complex volleyball scene in Figure 3.4f.

• No abstract scenes. Symbols should depict a concrete object or action, instead of abstract

landscapes (Figure 3.4d).

3.4 Formative Study

Novice graphic designers are designing symbolic illustrations, like logos and visual metaphors,

to convey complex meanings. To create these illustrations, each concept requires a diverse set of

symbols. This diversity is important to overcome constraints that occur later on in the design

process [36]. To better understand the challenges novices face when searching for symbols and

how to help them, we conducted a formative study in which we observed participants search for

symbols with a popular image database, Google Images. Google Images is the primary tool used by

novice and professional icon designers alike to look up visualizations of concepts [56]. Its interface

also has many powerful features for exploring related queries including: query suggestions in the

search bar, related queries with representative images above the image results, and filters for color

and style. Finally, by appending “symbol” or “icon” to a Google search query, users can easily view

a wide array of iconography for a particular concept. Therefore, we study how novices use Google

Images when searching for symbols because of its ubiquity and its powerful search features.
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3.4.1 Methodology

We recruited 5 participants (3 male, 2 female, average age 24.8) through an email mailing list

for recent graduates of a local university. Every participant identified as a novice in graphic design

and had used Google Images many times before. Participants were explained that the study was

about understanding how novice designers brainstorm different visual representations of abstract

concepts. In the task introduction, each participant was shown a slide deck, which introduced

them to the concept of good, unique symbols. The slides include a step-by-step introduction to the

symbol rules in Figure 3.4 and explained the importance of finding unique symbols that display

different concrete objects and actions, not just the same objects in different colors. To ensure that

they understood the rules, participants were asked to complete a quiz where they selected good

and unique symbols of summer from a set of images. Incorrect answers were discussed with the

experimenter.

Once participants felt they understood the task, they moved to the experiment phase of the

study. Participants were given 10 minutes to find as many good, unique symbols for three abstract

concepts. In a brainstorm, more ideas are generally better, even if some ideas are not perfect, as

they can inspire other, better ideas and can be iterated over later. To encourage a “more is better”

brainstorming mindset, we asked them to find at least 20 symbols, which seemed both challenging

but doable. The three abstract concepts were old, exciting, and innovation. These concepts were

randomly selected from a visual messaging dataset, which contains the most common concepts

symbolized in online messages [43]. Participants were asked to think aloud to convey their thought

process. After each concept, they were asked to explain the benefits and drawbacks of Google

Images, what search terms helped their brainstorming, and their general strategy. The study took

at most 1 hour and participants were paid $20 for their time.

3.4.2 Observations

One author annotated the collected symbols for goodness, according to the symbol rules, and

duplicates. Two symbols were considered duplicates if they conveyed the same object or action,
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regardless of color or image style. On average, participants found 14.6 (standard deviation=2.8)

unique symbols for old, 10.8 (1.7) for innovation, and 11.8 (3.9) for exciting. Every participant

searched for symbols during the entire allotted 10 minutes.

All five participants were frustrated by the lack of conceptual diversity in the images presented

when searching the concept as is on Google Images. P1, P2 and P4 all mentioned that the results

for old predominantly contained images of old people. Similarly, upon seeing the image results

for excited, P1 states, “These are all images of the word ‘excited’. Or just people looking excited.”

While there was generally a couple representations of the concept in the first set of images produced

by Google, users found that they needed to brainstorm on their own to find different symbols.

The most common strategy to find different images was to search terms related to the concept

and scan the image results for new visualizations. For example, P1 searched ancient, which he

recalled on his own, and met many images of the Parthenon, the Colosseum, and pyramids. This

turned out to be a fruitful context, from which he was able to collect an additional three symbols

for old. Similarly, when seeing only images of excited people in the results for exciting, P2 sub-

sequently searched fun and adventure. In doing so, he found other contexts related to exciting like

extreme sports. Users had to recall these associations on their own. Therefore, our first design goal

for SymbolFinder was to help users brainstorm related words, in order to enable recognition

over recall.

Users however also struggled to find related words that presented different images and concrete

contexts related to the concept. For example, when searching for symbols of exciting, P2 searched

for images of adventure and explore and was met with similar images of hiking and camping.

While he was able to collect a number of symbols from these searches, it was difficult for him

to think of another related word that encapsulated a different flavor of exciting. Eventually, he

searched the word suspenseful and found images of horror movies and theatre which inspired

more symbols. From this issue we formed our second design goal: when helping users brainstorm

associations, we should ensure that we present diverse ideas in order to help them collect diverse

symbols.
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Once users found a fruitful context, their strategy shifted to searching concrete objects and

actions that they would select as their symbols. For example, while searching for symbols of

innovation, P2 started searching for advanced technology like virtual reality goggles and hover-

crafts. Similarly for old, P1 and P3 searched for objects old people use like canes and wheelchairs.

While more abstract searches like elder and technology served as inspiration, these highly concrete

searches contained the images that would end up being their symbols. When exploring related con-

texts, users should be able to explore concrete words within these contexts to find representative

objects and actions. Thus, our third design goal was to help users concretize abstract concepts.

Design Goals. In summary, from the formative study we formed three design goals for the

SymbolFinder:

Design Goal 1: Help brainstorm related words to encourage recognition over recall. Users

often recalled related terms to see new visualizations of the concept. By relying on their own

memory, they miss obvious symbols and contexts associated with the concept.

Design Goal 2: Symbol diversity. When helping users brainstorm related terms we should

present them a variety of diverse associations so that they can collect diverse symbols from these

associations.

Design Goal 3: Concretize abstract concepts. As well as enabling users to explore diverse

associations, they should also be able to explore related concrete terms for each association. This

way, users can better find objects and actions to represent the concept.

3.5 SymbolFinder Interface

To address these design goals we present SymbolFinder – an interactive tool that enables

novices to find multiple, diverse symbols for abstract concepts. It uses a local semantic network to

organize word association data into a hierarchical structure so users can explore diverse contexts

associated with a concept. SymbolFinder’s interface consists of two phases. Phase 1 is a breadth-

first exploration of clusters of associations related to the concept; users select clusters they would

like to explore further (Figure 3.5). Phase 2 is an in depth exploration of associated images and
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Figure 3.5: Phase 1 for the concept: control. Users select relevant clusters they would like to
explore further in phase 2. Each cluster conveys a different association related to control, like the
government (top) or physical tools we use to control machines. (bottom).

concrete words for each selected cluster (Figure 3.6).

3.5.1 Phase 1: Breadth-first concept exploration

Phase 1 addresses D1 (help brainstorm related words) and D2 (symbol diversity). To help users

brainstorm a broad set of associations, we enable users to explore clusters of words that represent

different aspects of the concept’s meaning. Figure 3.5 shows a snippet of the Phase 1 interface for

the abstract concept control. In this example, the first cluster is “rule, government, governance”

and the second cluster is ”handle, lever, knob”, which are two distinct aspects of control. Users

scroll through 10 such clusters and select ones to explore further in Phase 2. For each cluster, the

user is posed the following question: “Could symbols of [word 1], [word 2], [word 3] represent

[concept]?”. The user is instructed to press “yes” if they think it might contain symbols for the

concept. There are also 5 images related to these words. Users have the option to select an image

if they think it is a good symbol. These images come from three Google Image searches, one for

each of the words, where each query is formulated as follows: “[concept] [word]”. This is done

to keep the results relevant to the concept. The queries for top cluster in figure 3.5 were: “control

rule”, “control government”, and “control governance”. By having users explore a broad set of
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Figure 3.6: Phase 2 for the concept control. Users dive into the clusters they chose from phase 1.
(A) On the left sidebar are the clusters, where users can explore related words. (B) Users can also
view concrete associations for each related word in the cluster. While regulation is quite abstract,
referee and military are more concrete and easier to visualize. (C) On the right are a few Google
Image searches for the selected word: referee. The user selected two images, indicated by the
green boxes.

clusters briefly, we quickly expose them to a diverse set of associations, preventing them from

fixation on a single one.

3.5.2 Phase 2: Image selection within clusters

Phase 2 further supports D1 (help brainstorm related words) as well as D3 (concretize abstract

concepts). In phase 2, users further explore the clusters they selected from phase 1 (Figure 3.6a)

and select symbols (Figure 3.6c). The key part of this interface is the sidebar on the left which

is where users explore the clusters (Figure 3.6a) and recursively explore concrete words related to

them (Figure 3.6b). To support D3, when users select the top level cluster words, they are shown

related words sorted by concreteness (Figure 3.6b). In Figure 3.6, the user selected the “rule,

government, governance” cluster. They then expanded regulation, one of the cluster words, and
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selected referee, a related concrete term. They could also view more associations of regulation by

pressing the “see more” button. As well as exploring the clusters, users can also type associations

they think of themselves in the “write your own” text boxes and view images and associations

related to their entry. In this way, the sidebar enables users to recognize good symbols as well as

use their own thought processes.

The second key part of this interface is the set of Google Image search results that populate the

screen when a word is selected (Figure 3.6c). Four queries are made per word, and they include

the word on its own [referee], the word and its parent [regulation referee], the concept and the

word [control referee], and finally the word and “icon” appended to the search [referee icon]. We

include the parent and concept queries as they help keep images on topic. We include the icon

query as they often provide simple images of the action or item we are looking for. When users

select an image, its link and metadata are saved. When they are done searching, they can download

this data. Together, the sidebar of clusters and the multiple image searches effectively help users

to find concrete symbols.

3.6 Implementation

SymbolFinder is implemented in the Flask web-framework. In the back-end, SymbolFinder

uses the Small World of Words (SWOW) word association dataset [61] and a dataset of concrete-

ness ratings for English words [62]. Calculating the network clusters and eigenvector centrality

of nodes is done with the python library NetworkX1. Image search is implemented with Google’s

Custom Search API2.

3.6.1 D1: Helping users brainstorm related words

To help users brainstorm a broad set of concrete associations, SymbolFinder uses word associ-

ation data to find words that are related to the concept, have diverse connotations, and are concrete.

We explored two different options for creating word associations: (1) Glove word embeddings,
1https://networkx.org/
2https://developers.google.com/custom-search/v1/introduction
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trained on Common Crawl [63] and (2) Small World of Words (SWOW), a crowd-sourced word

association database [61]. Word embeddings are commonly used for comparing the similarity be-

tween words [64] and have been used in a number of brainstorming tools to compare the similarity

of ideas [65] [66]. SWOW is a large English word association dataset. The dataset was created

by having thousands of participants complete a word association task, in which each participant

records the first three words they think of when seeing a cue word.

In initial testing, we found that SWOW produced words that were more relevant, diverse, and

concrete than those by Glove. For example, for the abstract word help, the most related words

that Glove produces include words like: helping and need, which are related, but are not diverse

or concrete. Meanwhile, SWOW produces terms like: donation, red cross, and tutor. These terms

are all related to help and they are diverse in that they represent actions, organizations, and people

that help. Additionally, at least one term (red cross) is concrete. Thus, we chose SWOW to be our

dataset for providing related words.

3.6.2 D2: Diversity using Local Semantic Networks

The SWOW word association dataset contains hundreds of associations for common abstract

concepts, which when represented as an unorganized list, is too many for users to go through. Also,

many of these associations are similar, which increases time spent and frustration parsing through

them. To help users find diverse symbols from this data, these associations must be organized

to identify a small number of diverse, yet highly relevant associations with the concept. To do

this, we first create a local semantic network, to find all the words relevant to the concept. Then,

a network clustering algorithm is run to identify sets of highly connected words that represent

distinct associations of the concept.

For example, Figure 7 shows a 2-level local semantic network for the concept control. The

first level of the network includes words strongly associated with control such as government,

rule, power and dominate. The second level has words associated with the words in the first level.

Including two levels introduces a greater variety of words while keeping words relevant. When this
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Figure 3.7: The two-level local semantic network for the word control. The first level of the
network contains words like government, rule, power and dominate. The second level contains
words like king, law, and policy, stemming from first layer words.

network is clustered, some first-level words such as government and rule are highly interconnected,

and thus are merged into one association to present to users.

Constructing a local semantic network

To convert the word association data into a network, each word in the dataset is treated as a

node and each association is an edge. The weight of an edge is the number of users who made

that association in the word-association task [61]. From the concept being symbolized, a 2-level

network is created (Figure 3.7). To create the first level, the first 60 strongest associations of the

root concept, control, are added as nodes. We choose the concept’s 60 strongest associations to

include many associations and to keep the first-level highly related to the root concept. To create

the second level, the first 5 strongest associations of each node in the first level is added. We create

a second level to include a greater variety of words, but limit it to 5 per node so that few irrelevant

words are added. A third level is not constructed, because associations this far from the root tend

to introduce a lot of irrelevant words and make the clusters less interpretable.
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Clustering the network

Our goal is to create a set of clusters, where each cluster contains highly related words that

capture a distinct association of the concept. To cluster the network we considered two algorithms:

the Clauset-Newman-Moore [67] and Louvain [68] network clustering algorithms. From initial

experimentation we determined that the Louvain algorithm produced more interpretable clusters,

as the Clauset-Newman-Moore algorithm tended to produce fewer clusters with a greater number

of words, often combining clusters that the Louvain algorithm separated. The Louvain algorithm

optimizes modularity, a measure which compares the edge density of the nodes in a cluster to the

edge density of the same nodes in a randomly generated network. In our case, the algorithm iden-

tifies communities of highly related words by grouping words connected with high edge weights.

The algorithm returns a hierarchy of clusters. We use the highest level of clusters (i.e. largest clus-

ter size). For our dataset, the final pass of the algorithm generates about 12 to 20 clusters, which is

small enough for a user to explore and large enough to contain a variety of unique ideas related to

the concept.

To show users the most relevant clusters first, we sort the clusters by the average importance of

their nodes. In this case, importance is defined as the eigenvector centrality of a word. A node has

a higher eigenvector centrality if (1) it is connected to many other nodes and (2) its connections

are also connected to many other nodes [69]. Sorting clusters in this way prioritizes the most

relevant associations for a concept. For example, after sorting clusters for control, the most highly

associated clusters are at the top of the sidebar in Phase 2, like “rule, government, governance”

(Figure 3.6a). Meanwhile, more niche and perhaps less relevant clusters like “leash, harness, dog”

are at the bottom of the list.

3.6.3 D3: Concretize abstract concepts

Although the clusters contain relevant and diverse associations, the words within them are not

guaranteed to be concrete, like the “rule, government, governance” cluster in Figure 3.6a. Users

should be able to explore concrete associations for each related word in the cluster. For example,
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Exciting Future
Related Concrete Related Concrete

Fun Motorcycle Past Crystal Ball
Thrill Race car Tomorrow Hovercraft
Happy Roller coaster Crystal Ball Robot

Interesting Package Someday Car
New Firework Prediction Spacecraft

Table 3.1: Associations sorted by strength of association (related) and by concreteness (concrete)
for two abstract concepts: Exciting and Future. Sorting by concreteness highlights concrete objects
that can serve as symbols.

the word regulation is very abstract, but referee, military, and tax are more concrete and thus easier

to visualize (Figure 3.6b). By enabling users to view concrete associations for each cluster word,

SymbolFinder helps users find imageable objects, actions, and people to symbolize the concept.

To incorporate concreteness, we use a crowd-sourced dataset of concreteness ratings for 40,000

English words and phrases [62]. Crowd-workers rated words on a scale from 1 (abstract) to 5 (con-

crete). In phase 2, for each top-level cluster word like regulation, we resort its associations by in-

corporating both concreteness and strength of association (Figure 3.6b). To include concreteness,

we normalize the word’s association strength and multiply this value by the word’s concreteness

score. We sort by this product. Consider the examples shown in Table 3.1. Instead of abstract re-

lated terms like fun, the concrete lists provide imageable words like motorcycle that can symbolize

the abstract concept: exciting.

3.7 Evaluation

We conduct a within-subjects study to evaluate whether users can find more unique symbols

with SymbolFinder than with Google Images for abstract concepts. We also compare the perceived

difficulty of finding symbols with SymbolFinder to finding symbols with Google Images. As stated

in the formative study, Google Images is a good baseline because of its ubiquity and powerful

search features.
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3.7.1 Methodology

We recruited 10 students via e-mail mailing list at a local university (2 female, 8 male), with

an average age of 26.6. The participants had no formal training in graphic design. The study took

at most 2 hours and participants were paid 40 dollars for their time. First they were introduced

to the problem of finding unique symbols through a 10-minute warm-up task. Next, they were

introduced to both systems. They were asked to use both systems to find as many unique symbols

as they could within a time limit and rate the difficulty of the task. Lastly, they answered questions

in a semi-structured interview about their experience.

In the task introduction, as in the formative study, each participant was shown a slide deck,

which introduced them to the concept of good, unique symbols. To ensure that they understood the

rules, participants were asked to complete a quiz where they selected good and unique symbols of

summer from a set of images. Incorrect answers were discussed with the experimenter.

To set up the experiment, six concepts were selected for participants to symbolize. They were

randomly selected from the same visual messaging dataset used in the formative study [43], from

three levels of concreteness. The most concrete concepts were fast (concreteness=0.66) and art

(0.83). The medium concrete concepts were dangerous (0.46) and rugged (0.55). The least con-

crete concepts were control (0.38) and simple (0.32). Every participant found symbols for the

concepts in the following order: fast, dangerous, control, art, rugged, simple. To counter-balance

the study, half of the participants were asked to use SymbolFinder for the first three concepts then

Google images for the second set of three concepts. The other half did the opposite. This ensured

that each condition had one concept from each level of concreteness.

In the experiment phase, participants were randomly assigned to a condition: SymbolFinder-

first or Google-first. In both conditions, participants were given a short introduction to the interface,

then given 10 minutes to find at least 20 good, unique symbols for each of the three concepts in

that condition. From the formative study, we found 20 to be a challenging but appropriate target

for the 10-minute time limit.

While they searched for symbols, participants were able to refer back to the good symbol rules,
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SymbolFinder Google p-value
Mental Demand 5.13 (1.41) 6.8 (1.97) <0.001

Physical Demand 1.97 (1.43) 3.97 (2.58) <0.001
Temporal Demand 5.13 (2.55) 6.17 (2.44) 0.11

Performance 6.77 (2.03) 5.9 (1.8) 0.03
Effort 4.87 (1.67) 7.43 (1.52) <0.001

Frustration 3.0 (1.93) 4.33 (1.92) 0.057

Table 3.2: Comparison of SymbolFinder and Google Images for each category in the NASA-
TLX questionnaire. 6 paired-sample Wilcoxon tests, with Bonferroni correction, show that mental
demand, physical demand, and effort are significantly lower with SymbolFinder than with Google.
Standard deviation is in parenthesis.

which were printed on a sheet of paper. After each concept, participants were asked to complete

a NASA-TLX survey, where they rated their perceived work-load on a 10-point scale. After the

experiment phase, we interviewed participants about their experience. They were asked questions

which elicited feedback on which system they preferred and how their preferred system helped

them complete the task.

Figure 3.8: Left) Comparison of SymbolFinder and Google across all concepts. On average,
users collected significantly more unique symbols with SymbolFinder than with Google. Bars are
standard error. Right) Comparison of SymbolFinder and Google for each concept. On average,
users collected more unique symbols per concept with SymbolFinder. The bars are standard error.
Concreteness is in parenthesis.
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Figure 3.9: Users collected more unique symbols for each concept with SymbolFinder. Above
are results for control, where the SymbolFinder user collected 15 unique symbols and the Google
Image user collected 8.

3.7.2 Results

To evaluate the performance of the two systems, we needed to count the good, unique symbols

found by participants. Although participants were asked to focus on finding only good, unique

symbols, some of them did find duplicate symbols or symbols that did not conform to the rules.

This is to be expected during a brainstorm, where participants are not supposed to edit their ideas,

but focus on generating more ideas in an attempt to get better ideas. To eliminate unrelated and

duplicate symbols, we recruited two graduate students in design (who did not participate in the

study) to annotate the collected images of each participant. For each image collected, they deter-

mined if it was a good symbol or not based on the criteria in Section 3 and the examples in Figure

3.4. Because of the natural subjectivity of this task, we had the annotators label two practice sets of

images for good and unique symbols together. Based on the calculated Cohen’s Kappa coefficient,

the two raters had substantial agreement in their annotations for both goodness and uniqueness.

The raters had a 94% agreement on goodness (Cohen’s Kappa 0.74) and a 96% agreement on

uniqueness (Cohen’s Kappa 0.75). To determine the number of good and unique symbols for each

participant and concept, we averaged the count annotated by the two raters.

Participants found significantly more unique symbols with SymbolFinder than with Google.

To assess whether SymbolFinder helps people find unique symbols compared to using Google,
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we conducted an analysis of variance on a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) with Pois-

son function, where the number of unique symbols is the response variable. This model can

account for repeated measures from participants, as well as other factors that could potentially

affect the number of unique symbols collected, such as (1) concept concreteness and (2) the or-

der in which the tools were used. Thus, the fixed effects include: System, Concept concreteness,

and Order. The random effect is Participants. The results indicate a significant effect of System

(𝜒2(1) = 57.3, 𝑝 < 0.001). There was neither a significant effect of Concept concreteness nor

Order, confirming that the counter-balancing was effective. Following this result, we conducted

a paired-sample Wilcoxon test and found that SymbolFinder users collected significantly more

symbols than Google users (𝑉 = 59.0, 𝑝 < 0.001). With SymbolFinder, participants collected on

average 14.8 (stdev=5.5) unique symbols per concept, while Google Image users collected 9.92

(stdev=2.9) (Figure 3.8). Figure 3.9 shows unique symbols found for control by one participant

using Google Images and another using SymbolFinder; the SymbolFinder participant found almost

twice as many unique symbols.

SymbolFinder required significantly less mental demand and effort than Google. An

analysis of variance test on a GLMM (with Poisson function) was conducted for each NASA-

TLX category, with the same fixed and random effects from before. System had a significant

effect for mental demand (𝜒2(1) = 9.4, 𝑝 < 0.005), effort (𝜒2(1) = 15.8, 𝑝 < 0.001), frustra-

tion level (𝜒2(1) = 7.2, 𝑝 < 0.01), and physical demand (𝜒2(1) = 19.9, 𝑝 < 0.001). Neither

Order nor Concreteness had a significant effect on any category. Following these results, we

conducted paired-sample Wilcoxon tests, with Bonferroni correction and found: mental demand

(𝑉 = 13.0, 𝑝 < 0.001), effort (𝑉 = 21.0, 𝑝 < 0.001), and physical demand (𝑉 = 4.0, 𝑝 < 0.001)

were significantly lower with SymbolFinder (Table 3.2). Users often hit dead-ends of redundant

symbols with Google. After exhausting the related searches at the top of the screen, they relied

on their own brainstorming to find more symbols, increasing mental demand and effort. Physical

demand is less meaningful. The significant result is likely due to users having to copy and paste

images from Google into a slide-deck.
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SymbolFinder helped participants most when it encouraged multi-faceted interpretation

of concepts. While participants found more unique symbols for every concept with SymbolFinder

than with Google, the difference was greatest for three concepts in particular: fast, dangerous,

and simple (Figure 3.8). SymbolFinder users found 72% more unique symbols for fast, 53% more

for dangerous, and 96% more for simple. For the more concrete concept, fast, the SymbolFinder

clusters mapped broadly to different categories of fast things, such as animals, vehicles, fast-food,

natural events, scientific processes, etc. SymbolFinder users dove into these clusters and found

many concrete examples listed for each one. Similarly, for the least concrete concept simple, the

SymbolFinder clusters mapped to adjacent meanings of simple, like primitive and pure. These

associations broadened participants’ conception of simple, and they were able to collect concrete

objects like the caveman wheel and water droplet from them. Finally, SymbolFinder was less useful

for rugged, where clusters mapped to redundant ideas, such as “hard, rock, stone” and “mountain,

craggy, rocky”. By broadening participant’s interpretation of concepts, SymbolFinder helped users

collect more symbols, regardless of the concept’s concreteness.

3.8 Case Study

To understand how SymbolFinder helps novice designers in practice, we deployed the system

to a group of three students who make cover illustrations for a university science publication.

Many of their illustrations were visual metaphors that combine symbols of two abstract concepts.

We observed their process and interviewed them about their experience using SymbolFinder as a

brainstorming tool. The team members were not co-located, but did much of their work together

synchronously over teleconference software that allows screen sharing. We joined their conference

call and observed them in three 90-minute sessions over a period of three months.

We selected three recent articles for them to make illustrations for. One article was selected

from their school science publication and the other two were selected from The New York Times

(NYT) for content diversity. For each headline, the team had to select the concept pair to represent

it:
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Figure 3.10: Cover illustrations consisting of two combined symbols for the three articles. The
team of student designers found each symbol idea from SymbolFinder and used PowerPoint or
Photoshop to create these prototypes. For diversity + neurology, the top illustration consists of
an MRI machine and a color wheel, and the bottom illustration consists of a synapse and diverse
people. For police + reform, the top illustration consists of police sirens and a gavel and the bottom
illustration consists of a police badge and crane. For disability + participation, the top illustration
consists of a person on a wheelchair and key, and the bottom illustration consists of a prosthetic
arm and raised hands.

1. “Public Health Messaging in Minority Communities and COVID-19’s Neurological Effects”

(science publication)

Concept pair: Diversity (concreteness = 0.45) + Neurology (0.5)

2. “The N.Y.P.D. Has Rejected Reform for Decades. It Can’t Anymore.” (NYT)

Concept pair: Police (0.96) + Reform (0.4)

3. “When the World Shut Down, They Saw It Open - The pandemic has made work and so-

cial life more accessible for many. People with disabilities are wondering whether virtual

accommodations will last.” (NYT)

Concept pair: Disability (0.69) + Participation (0.52)

From our observations we wanted to answer the following questions:
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1. Picking concepts. What kind of concepts do they enter into SymbolFinder? Are they ab-

stract or concrete? How do they choose them?

2. Picking symbols. What is their process of finding symbols and how does SymbolFinder

help?

3. Combining symbols. How do they use the symbols to make the illustrations?

3.8.1 Findings

During the three observation sessions, the team made a total of 32 low-fidelity prototypes that

were iterated into 6 high-fidelity illustrations. Figure 3.10 shows the two high-fidelity illustrations

they made for each headline. Their general process involved first discussing what two concepts

they would combine from the headlines, then using SymbolFinder together to find multiple sym-

bols for each concept. Next, they viewed all the symbols to consider which of them might be

combined in the illustration. They then created a low-fidelity prototype by copying the images

into PowerPoint, and if they liked the idea, they would discuss how to improve it to higher fidelity.

One person would then create a high-fidelity illustration in Photoshop. Sometimes they would use

Google Images to conduct a secondary search for an image that met some stylistic criteria (color,

perspective, etc.)

As expected, SymbolFinder was indeed a part of the early brainstorm part of their design

process while they were still exploring multiple possibilities. A somewhat surprising observation

is that although the tool was built with a single-user in mind, they used it collaboratively with one

person “driving” and screen-sharing while the two others looked at the results and commented on

terms and images that interested them. In the future, it might be useful for SymbolFinder to be

a multi-user system. However, it’s also possible that the tool may work well with one main user

driving the system and other users contributing ideas. Brainstorming sessions can be run with or

without a leader. Having multiple users selecting concepts independently could lead to redundant

symbols that would then need to be deduplicated.
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Picking concepts

When selecting two concepts to represent a headline there are many possibilities. They could

pick very concrete concepts that are easy to represent visually or abstract concepts that are more

difficult to visualize. To select concepts, the team read the article title and text to extract multiple

potential concepts that best capture the meaning of the article. For example, while working on A2,

“The N.Y.P.D. Has Rejected Reform for Decades. It Can’t Anymore”, the team quickly picked

police, a very concrete concept (concreteness = 0.96), as the first concept. For the second concept,

they identified a few candidates that were all relatively abstract. This included: reform (0.4), law

(0.51), and scrutiny (0.45), which are all very abstract words. Ultimately they made illustrations by

combining symbols for police and reform (Figure 3.10). For the other two articles, they picked two

fairly abstract concepts to combine: for A1. they picked diversity (0.45) and neurology (0.5), for

A3 they picked disability (0.69) and participation (0.52). Given the content of the articles, at least

one of the two concepts they chose to represent it was abstract, thus making SymbolFinder

an apt tool for their process.

Picking symbols

We observed that when they collected symbols, their focus was to find multiple, diverse

representations of the concept, as opposed to finding the perfect image for one particular repre-

sentation. SymbolFinder helped them find different representations in two ways: (1) by exposing

them to multiple different ideas through the clusters and (2) by presenting them with concrete

objects within clusters to find symbols from these different ideas.

In the first phase of SymbolFinder for reform, the team found multiple distinct contexts associ-

ated with reform, many of which led to symbols in phase 2. They selected 7 of 18 clusters shown to

them in phase 1, opting for clusters that captured different aspects of reform, like “reform, modify,

change”, “fix, amend, redo” and “new, update, innovative”. Meanwhile, they rejected clusters that

brought in connotations that did not fit with the overarching message: “police reform”, like “po-

litical party, progressive, republican”, which while related to reforming politics, is not so relevant
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to police reform. Phase 1 of SymbolFinder helped the team quickly eliminate these irrelevant

clusters. Of the clusters they chose, the first obvious cluster “reform, modify, change” provided

the most symbols at about 40%. However, the team found many useful symbols from the less ob-

vious clusters as well, where 60% of their symbols were spread across 6 other clusters. The second

most fruitful cluster was “fix, amend, redo”, containing 22.5% of their total number of symbols.

On average, the team used 6.83 (standard deviation = 2.8) clusters presented in SymbolFinder,

demonstrating that the clusters were useful for finding multiple distinct visual representations

of the concepts.

In the second phase of SymbolFinder for reform, the team took advantage of the concrete

sub-words to collect many different objects associated with that cluster. For example, while

exploring the “structure, building, framework” cluster, the team collected symbols of a crane,

scaffolding, and blueprint, which appeared in the concrete sub-words of building. Similarly, from

the “fix, amend, redo” cluster, they collected images from many concrete sub-words like toolbox,

saw, and screwdriver. Concreteness helped the team quickly convert diverse clusters of concepts

into symbols.

While picking symbols, a second constraint on the symbol space became apparent: the con-

notation and tone of the symbol. In phase 2 for reform, the team found symbols like the “update

bell icon” and the “cycle refresh button” from the “new, update, innovative” cluster. Although

both of these symbols did not have the tone or gravity they wanted for a illustration conveying

“police reform”, they collected them anyway, thinking they could be useful for future illustrations

with reform. In the end, they were most excited by the scaffolding symbol, since its tougher tone

and “New Yorkness” fit the article tone well. Thus, while the team is predominantly seeking a

variety of representations for each concept, they do keep in mind the tone of the article when

looking for appropriate symbols.
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Combining symbols

To combine two symbols, the team employs a matching strategy. After finding symbols for

both police and reform, the team placed the images side-by-side to ideate combinations between

them. Commenting on their overall process, P2 explained “we start by choosing a symbol we like

from one concept. Then we match that symbol with one from the other concept, usually based

on shape or function.” They ultimately made 10 initial prototypes, 2 of which were iterated over,

shown in Figure 3.10. Across these 10 prototypes, they used 8 unique symbols of police, which

came from 4 different clusters. They combined these police symbols with 8 unique symbols of

reform, which came from 5 different clusters. By having multiple diverse symbols, the team is

(1) able to successfully find a match between two concepts with a higher probability and (2)

create a diverse set of prototypes to show their client, using 6-8 unique symbols from each

concept.

3.9 Discussion

In the following section we discuss limitations, future work to improve the system, and gener-

alizable insights for future brainstorming tools.

3.9.1 Emerging vocabulary

Currently, SymbolFinder is constrained to the associations present in the SWOW dataset. There

are two limitations to this: (1) symbols are defined culturally and the associations in SWOW are

limited to the backgrounds of the users who built it (2) new or esoteric concepts will not appear in

the dataset even though it is quite large. For example, in the past, the team worked on an article

where one of the concepts was COVID-19, which did not exist in SWOW. In order to find symbols,

the team brainstormed on their own, used Google Image Search, and also tried inputting related

terms like virus into SymbolFinder. To include a new concept, we could extract related keywords

from web search results or from a frequently updated knowledge base like Wikipedia. These
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keywords could then be linked to current entries in the SWOW dataset. We could also support

symbol finding for different cultures by including international word association datasets and by

helping users extract associations from international corpora.

3.9.2 Finding the perfect image

While SymbolFinder is effective for finding many diverse representations of an abstract con-

cept, it is less useful for finding a specific image, once a particular representation is chosen. In

the case study, after the team came up with an idea for an illustration using symbols they found

with SymbolFinder, they would sometimes perform a secondary search with Google Images to

find a particular version of the symbol. For example, while making the police badge and scaf-

folding illustration (Figure 3.10), the designer did not use the images of scaffolding they found

with SymbolFinder. After imagining the symbol illustration, she had a specific idea for how she

wanted the scaffolding to look. She wanted a “consistent background color so it would be easy to

remove it”. As well as a removable background, she wanted a 2d image that was neither “super

busy”, containing ”overlapping scaffolding”, nor too simple and “unnatural” looking. She ended

up scanning many images to find the image she used. As well as finding the perfect image that

contains the right visual detail, the team mentioned other constraints they consider in the secondary

search, including finding images that are free to use and finding symbols of a particular shape (to

increase more blend combinations). Fundamentally, SymbolFinder is a brainstorming tool, but in

the future, we can incorporate tools to help users find particular versions of an image that fits their

purpose.

3.9.3 Applying SymbolFinder to other visual media and databases

Though built on top of Google Images, we can add many other image databases to Symbol-

Finder, like the Noun Project 3, Flickr 4, or Shutterstock 5. These datasets can often provide

3https://thenounproject.com/
4https://www.flickr.com/
5https://www.shutterstock.com/
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different types of images, like black and white iconography, to expand the diversity of images

users see for a given concept. And beyond images, SymbolFinder can also be expanded to search

GIFS and videos. Regardless of the image database or datatype, SymbolFinder’s clustered local

semantic network will help users explore diverse representations of an abstract concept.

3.9.4 Generalizable insights for future brainstorming tools

For future brainstorming tools, we believe that word-association networks (like SWOW) can be

powerful tools to provide people related words that are relevant, concrete, and diverse. Tradition-

ally, brainstorming tools have used word embeddings like GloVe [63] and word2vec [64] to suggest

related ideas. However, current word embedding associations do not have all these desirable prop-

erties. This is likely because word embeddings are based on the distributional hypothesis of words:

two words are similar if they often appear close together in a corpus [70]. However, the closest

words related to an abstract concept can often include other abstract words and antonyms [71]. For

example, calculating control’s closest words with word2vec yields antonyms like uncontrollable,

different forms of the same word like controlling, and similarly abstract terms like regulate. These

associations are not concrete and do not capture different associations of control and thus are not

useful for brainstorming. Meanwhile, the word-associations in SWOW are created by people; they

are more closely aligned to people’s mental perceptions of words and have been shown to capture

word relatedness better than word2vec [72]. For control, SWOW includes diverse associations like

government and dominate, as well as concrete associations like traffic light and leash. For future

brainstorming tools, word-association networks can be used to better generate related ideas and

organize them, as opposed to using word embeddings trained on large corpora.

A fundamental hurtle of any brainstorming and idea-generation system is preventing fixation.

Users can be tempted to dive into a sub-problem and ignore the overall solution space. And while

brainstorming, it is critical to first rapidly go through many, different ideas prior to iterating and

focusing on a subset. This was an issue in earlier iterations of SymbolFinder; in pilot studies users

would spend most of their time parsing through the first few clusters of associations and ignore
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others that might have been more useful. To prevent fixation it was critical to split the workflow

into a breadth and depth phase. Once users were made aware of the solution space in the breadth

phase, they spread their attention more evenly across clusters in the depth phase and were able to

find more solutions.

Concretizing abstract ideas is a cognitive challenge and is useful for many brainstorming and

design tasks. We can use concreteness to convert a vague problem like, “How do we help people eat

healthier” into a more actionable and specific question like “How can we make vegetables a more

convenient snack food?”. The abstract idea of “eating healthy” has many concrete associations,

such as consuming more vegetables and cooking more instead of eating take-out. We can apply

concreteness to this next set of associations to further refine the question into multiple concrete

options like: “How do we make vegetables more snack-like?” and “How can we make cooking as

convenient and tasty as take-out?”. With a more concrete framing, it is now easier to brainstorm

real solutions. Concreteness can be incorporated in future brainstorming tools to help users first

refine and better specify the question they are brainstorming.

3.10 Conclusion

This chapter covered SymbolFinder, our interactive tool that enables users to find diverse sym-

bols for abstract concepts. In our user study we show that users can find significantly more unique

symbols for abstract concepts with significantly less effort with SymbolFinder than with Google

Images. We also conduct a case study showing how SymbolFinder is useful for creating cover

illustrations of news articles. In the future, SymbolFinder can be applied to other media types, like

GIFs, and other image databases. Also SymbolFinder could include tools to help users find a per-

fect image after a representation is chosen and expand its word association dataset automatically

with new concepts.
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Chapter 4: TastePaths: Enabling Deeper Exploration and Understanding of

Personal Preferences in Recommender Systems

4.1 Introduction

Recommender systems play an essential role in determining the information we consume in

our daily lives; they provide suggestions on movies to watch, articles to read, music to listen to,

and more [73, 74, 75]. The goal of these systems is to help users quickly find content they like in

a vast library of information. As such, considerable work has been done to improve the algorithms

that predict what unseen content the user is likely to consume [76, 77]. While improving these

algorithms generally increases user satisfaction [78], there is a danger that users might get stuck

in what is called the “filter bubble”, an overly personalized area in the recommendation space

that isolates users from other content [79]. These bubbles could in turn reduce users’ creativity

and individuality by leading many to similar content that is “easy” to consume and fulfills short-

term goals, instead of content that helps them further explore and understand their interests [80].

Recommender systems are a vital aspect of our current and future digital world, and so they can

be further leveraged to help users grow and develop their personal preferences.

Toward improving recommender systems from a user-centric point of view, a few avenues

have been explored. Researchers have developed evaluation frameworks that not only consider the

algorithm but also the user experience, like user-choice satisfaction and presentation of recommen-

dations [81, 82]. Besides reconsidering their evaluation, researchers have also pushed the scope of

their purpose, calling for recommender systems for “self-actualization” [83, 84]. They argue that

instead of focusing on consumption, recommender systems should give agency back to the user:

they should enable users to develop their individuality and preferences by helping them understand

the item space, explore further, and learn about their interests.
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Toward supporting self-actualization in recommender systems, there are still many questions

to answer. Existing informational retrieval systems tend to have linear interfaces, presenting a

ranked list of items based on some relevance score that is often not clear to the user [85]. While

this approach works well for surfacing relevant content for a specific query, it is unclear if it is as

effective toward exploring an unfamiliar topic. The role of personalization in exploring new areas

in the item-space remains unclear, even in linear interfaces. Recent work has shown that a fully

personalized linear interface is not very helpful when introducing users to new content; there are

many factors at play, including the user’s background and goals [86]. The role of personalization

is even less clear when users are given the freedom to explore openly, without the restrictions of a

linear interface. Numerous interactive systems have been created for exploring a recommendation

space [87, 88, 89]. While they make innovations in interactivity, they do not address how users

explore and would like to explore within one of their interests. Finally, to help users learn about

themselves and their habits, past work has focused on assisting them to understand what part of the

item-space they consume content from at a high level [90, 91, 92]. However, the role of learning

in exploration can be further examined.

To shed light on these areas, we study how to support users in exploring and understanding a

music genre they commonly listen to. Like other information retrieval systems, the linear nature of

these systems in the context of music limits them when they are being used as tools for exploration.

We also focus on music because it is a common use case of recommender systems, with hundreds

of millions of users [93]. Toward self-actualization, music is highly linked with self-identity and

supporting users in understanding their interests will only strengthen that [94]. At the same time,

consuming music requires much less time than watching a movie or reading an article, making it

a good medium to observe how people prefer to explore their interests in real-time. Finally, music

genres are a natural way to convey and communicate an interest. Genres encapsulate information

about the sounds, culture, and time-period a particular group of artists belongs to [95]. Because of

this, people commonly use genres to communicate their musical interests to others [96]. For these

reasons, we study how to help users deeply explore and understand their interests through music
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genres.

Accordingly, we pose the following research questions:

• RQ1: Personalization. What is the role of personalization in helping users explore and

understand the music genres they listen to?

• RQ2: Exploration. If you remove the linear constraint of a music information retrieval

system, what strategies do users employ to explore the genres that interest them? How can

we better support users in their exploration processes?

• RQ3: Learning. How does learning about their music preferences help users? What would

they like to learn?

To investigate how to best explore a music genre and what it means to understand one better, we

conducted a formative study in which we observed music experts explore genres. We learned what

experts look for when exploring a genre, which helped us formulate three design goals. Using those

goals, we built TastePaths: an interactive genre-exploration web tool. TastePaths helps non-music

experts explore and understand genres that interest them by presenting an overview of the genre

landscape as a clustered graph of related artists. To help users quickly make sense of these clusters,

each is labeled with its three most representative sub-genres. Finally, there are two versions of

TastePaths: personalized and non-personalized. These versions provide different reference points

for exploration. In the personalized version, the graph of artists is grown from three artists the user

frequently listens to within that genre. In the non-personalized version, the graph is grown from

the three most popular artists in the genre.

To answer our research questions, we conducted a within-subjects user study with 16 partic-

ipants, where we compared the two versions of TastePaths. For RQ1, we found that participants

greatly preferred the personalized version and wanted even more of their listening data reflected in

the interface. Regarding RQ2, participants also had a variety of exploration strategies. They also

wanted more control, desiring to prune and grow the graph to guide their exploration, and they

made meaningful discoveries between or on the edge of clusters. Finally, with respect to RQ3,
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participants found that exploring with TastePaths improved their mental map of the underlying

recommender system’s organization; they felt better able to verbalize and search for the music that

interested them within a genre.

Our work contributes in three ways: first, we derived three design goals for supporting interac-

tive exploration of a music genre. These were identified from expert interviews with professional

music curators who have years of experience exploring new music genres. Second, we present

insights addressing our three research questions derived from our prototype-based study of how

participants used TastePaths, our interactive genre-exploration tool. These insights cover why per-

sonalization was useful to participants, how they envisioned personalization guiding them, users’

exploration strategies and where they found their best discoveries. Lastly, we discuss opportuni-

ties for incorporating more control and expressive feedback in music recommender systems and

for utilizing this feedback to improve their underlying algorithms. We also discuss incorporating

finite, goal-based consumption into these systems to encourage meaningful and active exploration.

4.2 Related Work

In the following section, we discuss the need for the intelligibility of recommendations and the

understanding of personal preferences in recommendation systems and current tools that support

this. Next, we situate TastePaths in recent work that supports interactive music exploration tools.

Finally, we discuss TastePaths in the greater context of interactive systems which aim to support

users in exploring and making sense of large datasets.

4.2.1 Understanding Personal Preferences in Recommender Systems

Recommender systems help users navigate a sea of content by showing them items close to

their current preferences. While they effectively prevent information overload, there is a concern

that recommender systems might be guiding users to an overly personalized space, called the “filter

bubble” [80]. This concern has motivated research toward providing evidence that recommenda-

tion algorithms actually lead users to filter bubbles, and so far, the results are conflicting at best [79,
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97, 98]. Regardless, users are concerned about the content they consume, and in response, there

has been research to investigate how to help users understand the items that are recommended to

them.

Toward helping users understand the content they consume, past work has mainly focused on

making users aware of where their recommendations come from at a global level. In this vein,

Tintarev et al. investigated how to help users understand their movie-genre consumption profiles

and found that visualizing the distribution of genres helped users understand their broader “blind-

spots” in the recommendation space [91]. Nagulendra and Vassileva extended these ideas to the

social media domain and created an overview visualization that reveals what categories of content

the system is and is not showing in the user’s newsfeed, as well as the friends who shared that

content [90]. This visualization increased users’ awareness that they were viewing a small subset

of the recommendation space, helping them feel more in control and more knowledgeable of the

content they see. Finally, NewsViz also produces an overview of an entire recommendation space as

a tree-map, with which users can interactively resize categories to change the distribution of their

recommendations [92]. This interactive overview made the system more transparent to users and

helped them feel more in control of their recommendations. While these works focus on helping

users understand the recommendation space at a global level, there is still more to understand about

how to support users in learning about a specific interest of theirs. Our work investigates how to

help users learn more about the music genres they listen to frequently.

4.2.2 Supporting Music Discovery and Exploration

By understanding their own consumption profiles, users are better equipped to discover new

content; they know where to look for less familiar content and where to go to dive deeper. Toward

self-actualization, discovery is an essential component for supporting growth and development

[84], and in music recommender systems, discovery has been identified as an important need for

music listeners [99, 100, 101, 102]. Currently, however, popular music streaming platforms do not

support discovery and exploration that well, but optimize search instead [103]. To fill these gaps,
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researchers have proposed many different solutions to support exploration of new content in music

recommender systems.

One approach, requiring minimal user effort, is to help users find new content through dis-

covery playlists, which introduce users to new areas in the music-recommendation space. These

playlists can be generated and sequenced in many different ways. To ease users into new content,

Taramigkou et al. generated a playlist that gradually takes a user from their current listening pref-

erences to a new desired genre [104]. Instead of taking users on a gradual path with the playlist,

Liang and Willemsen experimented with playlists that immediately introduce the user to a new

genre [86]. They found that discovery playlists should be personalized enough so that users can

have a smooth entry into the genre but also need to be representative enough so that users can

understand the genre’s sound. In another study, Liang and Willemsen found that personalization

can help nudge listeners towards new and more distant genres [105]. However, while discovery

playlists can be an effective means of introducing new content with minimal effort, such playlists

and other linear lists of recommendations in general are neither transparent nor controllable [85],

which reduces users’ acceptance of these recommendations.

To place users at the center of the recommendation process and increase intelligibility, re-

searchers have developed many tools which incorporate interactivity to actively modify recom-

mendations. One such system is TagFlip [87], which lets users specify social tags that are asso-

ciated with the next song. Compared to the mobile Spotify interface, TagFlip was perceived to

enable more control and transparency over recommendations. Exploring the interplay of interac-

tivity and explanations, Millecamp et al. studied how users with different personalities perceived

an interactive playlist generator, where sliders mapped to acoustic attributes [106]. They found

that while explanations were beneficial for most users, they were less beneficial for those who felt

that the explanation did not help them generate a better playlist. Supporting more fine-grained con-

trol, TasteWeights is a recommender system that lets users adjust weights from multiple sources to

get artist recommendations [88]. Unlike TastePaths, TasteWeights does not create an overview of a

music genre; one cannot view the different parts of a genre and the artists within them. Meanwhile,
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PivotPaths enables exploration of faceted information related to artists in a particular genre, but

unlike TastePaths, does not include the user’s past consumption history to orient them in this in-

formation space. To study how users explore a genre and to understand the role of personalization

in this process, we developed TastePaths, which embeds a user’s past data into a genre-overview.

With TastePaths, we sought to understand challenges they faced while they explored and how

personalization could best guide users.

To help users easily locate and specify their preferences, researchers have used overview visu-

alizations, which depict a larger portion of the music-space for users to explore. These overviews

can be created and organized in many different ways. Moodplay organizes artists within a two-

dimensional mood-space [89]. Users found navigating by mood to be fun and intuitive; they were

generally able to find a sub-space that fit their current mood preference. These overview visual-

izations can also serve to situate and compare a user’s preferences to a greater area in the music

space, such as a genre. Liang and Willemsen created a mood-based contour-plot visualization that

plots songs from a genre and the user’s profile in the space [107]. Users found navigating a new

genre with the contour plot more helpful than with a bar chart visualization which did not offer the

same comparison. Finally, these overview visualizations can also be a more intuitive way to elicit

feedback from users on their preferences. Kunkel et al. developed a 3D visualization that presents

the entire item space in a map [108]. Users could delineate their preferences by either raising or

lowering the elevation in certain regions of the map, and they generally found doing so natural and

easy. In this work, we further study overview visualizations in the context of helping users deeply

explore an established interest.

4.3 Formative Study

To understand how to best help music listeners explore a novel music space, we wanted to

gain insights from how expert music curators explore genres and what information they think is

necessary to learn about a genre. Interviewing experts and distilling their process for design goals

to help novices is a common practice and has been used to help novices generate compound icons
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[56] and explore recipes for dishes [27]. Professional music curators focus on labeling, organizing,

and describing large volumes of music. Their job necessitates expertise in multiple genres and

involves exploring genres daily. Because of their in-depth expertise, we observed music curators’

process as they explored two genres of music they were interested in but less familiar with.

4.3.1 Procedure

We interviewed five professional music curators who all worked at the same large music

streaming company and had between 2 to 10 years of experience (five male, average age 37.6).

For the interview, we asked each expert to explore two genres of music for 15 minutes each. We

encouraged them to use any tool or service they would normally use and to think aloud describ-

ing their process as they explored. For the first genre, they were asked to choose anything they

wanted to explore. We were interested in seeing what kind of genre they picked and how gran-

ular or broad that genre would be. For the second genre, they were asked to pick from a set of

the most popular genres from Rate Your Music1, a large online music database: ambient, blues,

classical music, country, electronic, experimental, folk, hip hop, jazz, metal, pop, punk, r&b, rock,

and singer/songwriter. We wanted to see the experts’ strategies for exploring these well-known

genres. Finally, after exploring both genres, the curators were asked a series of questions, focusing

on more details around their process, such as what information they were specifically looking for,

why they used certain tools, and their overall strategy.

4.3.2 Findings

Overall, we found that the five experts we interviewed had a similar process for exploring a

new genre. We describe their process in detail below, and building on it, we extract three design

goals that we later applied to TastePaths.

When they first started exploring a genre, the experts generally looked for lists of representative

artists and tried to identify ones they were already familiar with. This gave them some context

1https://rateyourmusic.com/genres/
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around what the genre might sound like. For example, when P5 first searched for outlaw country

on Google, he recognized Willie Nelson as one of the artists on the returned list. Related to that, P3

already knew a few of the notable artists in drum and bass, so his first step in exploring that genre

was to search for them on Spotify. He explained that “It’s more you have an artist that interests you,

and then you become interested in [the] genre once you find a collective of artists.” This implies

that having a familiar artist within the genre provides a helpful starting point for exploration. This

finding led us to our first design goal for TastePaths: to anchor genre exploration in artists the

user is already listening to.

After listening to a few key artists to get a sense of the general sound, the experts focused

on the genre at a higher level. They looked for information on its history and variety, such as

the different sounds and subgenres that comprised it or its stylistic origins. For example, while

reading about outlaw country, P5 examined its related genres because “it helps contextualize this

genre. I’m looking at these [related] genres, seeing if I recognize them and thinking about their

musical or other types of qualities and trying to relate that back to what I just read about outlaw

country.” Thus, he was using his prior knowledge to better understand how the new genre fits

in the greater music landscape. In the same vein, P2 explained that knowing a genre better is

being able to “identify things about it that were different from other things.” Overall, this ability to

contextualize a genre, be aware of its components, and know what it’s related to and different from,

is an essential part of understanding a genre. Accordingly, our second design goal for TastePaths

was to help users get an overview of the genre-space in order to give them an idea of what it

contains.

Finally, throughout their process of exploring a genre, the experts enjoyed diving deeper into

certain artists. For example, P2 explored a band’s related artists in the “fans also like” feature on

Spotify. From there, he selected a few artists and spent time looking at their artist photos, reading

a few lines from their descriptions, and then would sample a few of their most popular songs. P4

also listened to a few unfamiliar artists in more detail and noted that “what I’m learning, is I need

to redefine my definition of tango, because what I’m hearing is not what I was expecting. I was
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expecting something more danceable. So that’s super interesting.” A common strategy among

all the experts was to scan through an artist’s most popular tracks on Spotify, which helped them

evaluate if they wanted to explore this artist further. Being able to dive deeper and listen to an

artist’s music helped the experts direct their search towards a subsection of the genre they liked

more. This inspired our third design goal for TastePaths: to help users quickly and easily dive

deeper into an artist’s work.

Design goals. In summary, we elucidated three design goals for TastePaths from the formative

study:

D1: Anchor artists. To give users a meaningful starting point for exploring a genre, we should

help anchor them with artists they already know and listen to.

D2: Genre-space overview. To contextualize the genre and help users understand it and its

components, we should present an overview depicting the genre-space and its subgenres.

D3: Deep-dive. To allow users to easily assess what parts of the genre they like, we should

have a quick and convenient way to deep-dive into an artist’s work while being able to seamlessly

go back to exploring.

4.4 TastePaths Interface

To address the design goals identified by the expert interviews, we created TastePaths: an in-

teractive web tool, which enables users to better explore and understand a genre they are interested

in (Figure 4.1). TastePaths visualizes a force-directed graph of related artists within a genre and

assists the user in exploring and making sense of it. To address D1, TastePaths helps a user ex-

plore a genre by basing exploration from either three of their most frequently listened to artists in

that genre or that genre’s three most popular artists. We call these artists a user’s “anchor artists”;

they appear as black dots in the graph (Figure 4.1A). To address D2, TastePaths generates a graph

consisting of 150 related artists stemming from the three anchor artists. To make this graph more

of an overview, TastePaths clusters the artists and presents a legend, displaying each cluster’s three

most representative genres (4.1C). To help users navigate the graph, we relate each anchor artist to
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Figure 4.1: TastePaths interface for the genre art pop. TastePaths displays a network of artists
grown from the user’s anchor artists, which are displayed as black nodes (A). When hovering over
a node, the artist’s name, here “Cocteau Twins”, appears and a preview of their most popular track
is automatically played (B). This network is clustered to capture different groups of artists within
the genre. The three most representative genres for each cluster are shown in the legend (C). To
help users navigate the network, there is a green path, called the “guide” (D), which connects
the users’ anchor artists to important artists within each cluster. By pressing a node, the sidebar
displays the artist’s cover art and their nine most popular tracks (E). To add a song to the playlist,
the user has to click on one of these popular track images. The playlist itself is displayed when the
ribbon is clicked (F). The ribbon also displays the number of songs currently in the playlist.

important artists, based on node-centrality, within each of the clusters through a highlighted green

path called the “guide” (Figure 4.1D). Finally, to address D3, we enable a deeper dive into each

artist by presenting an artist’s image and top-9 tracks in the sidebar (Figure 4.1E) when a user

clicks on their node in the graph. Users can listen to these tracks by hovering their mouse over

the album covers, and they can add them to a playlist by clicking on them. Finally, users can view

their current playlist by clicking on the ribbon on the top-right (Figure 4.1F).
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4.5 TastePaths Implementation

An essential part of exploring a genre is understanding its components and the different collec-

tions of artists that comprise it. To support this, TastePaths presents an overview of the genre-space

via a graph of related artists within the genre. This graph is constructed from either the user’s per-

sonalized anchor artists or the top-3 artists in the genre. To help users distinguish the different

groups of artists in the graph, we cluster the graph and assign each cluster a label with its three

most representative sub-genres. However, even with these labeled clusters, the graph is large and

potentially difficult to explore. Therefore, to help users venture into these different clusters from

their anchor artists, we highlight a path from their anchor artists to important artists within each

cluster. Below, we describe each element of TastePaths’ implementation.

Overall, TastePaths is implemented in the Flask web framework. To cluster the graph, calculate

the betweenness centrality of each node, and create the Steiner tree for the guide, we use the

python library NetworkX2. To get the song previews for each artist, the artist-to-genre data, and

each artist’s related artists, we use the Spotify Web API3. Finally, to visualize the force-directed

graph of artists in the genre, we use D3.js4 [109].

4.5.1 Identifying Genres to Explore and Anchor Artists

The first element of TastePaths is identifying what genre to visualize for a given user since

TastePaths was built to help users deeply explore genres they have a demonstrated interest in. To

fulfill D1 and anchor their exploration within the genre, we identify genres the user listens to often.

Then we anchor their exploration with either (1) artists they listen to frequently within the genre

(personalized version) or (2) the three most popular artists in that genre on a music streaming

service (non-personalized version). To identify these genres, we access the list of tracks the user

has listened to in the past 90 days on a popular music streaming service, and we retrieve the user’s

top-50 highest-affinity tracks. A user has a higher affinity toward a track if they have listened to
2https://networkx.org/
3https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api/
4https://d3js.org/
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it often and intentionally interacted with it (e.g. by adding it to a playlist or playing it). We then

get the associated genres for each artist of these top-50 tracks and count the number of different

artists and tracks that appear per genre. Any genre with less than three artists is removed from the

resulting list; fewer than three artists might rather indicate an interest in those artists instead of the

genre. Finally, we sort this list of genres by the number of tracks, since a greater number indicates

a stronger interest in the artists and the genre. Any of these genres are suitable for exploration. In

the personalized version, we take the three artists within a genre with the greatest number of tracks

in the top-50 to serve as anchors. With these anchor artists, we can construct an overview through

which the user can explore a genre.

4.5.2 Constructing the Related-artist Graph for a Genre

Next, we use the anchor artists to build a related-artist graph for the genre. To do so, we

leverage a music streaming service’s artist knowledge graph, where nodes are artists and edges

between artists indicate that they share many listeners. We first construct an initial graph, which

connects the three anchor artists (either personalized or non-personalized). To do this, we find the

shortest path (via the bidirectional version of Dijkstra’s algorithm) from the most popular anchor

artist to each of the other anchor artists; all the intermediary nodes from these shortest paths are

added to the initial graph. For each node in the initial graph, we add its two most related artists

and their connections to the graph, creating a second layer of nodes. Next, from this second layer

we do the same process and add two nodes for each artists, growing the graph layer by layer until

there are 150 nodes in the graph, to ensure a reasonably large overview. By adding only two related

artists per node, we grow the graph more deeply, capturing more groups of artists.

4.5.3 Clustering and Labeling the Graph

The graphs generated for a particular genre often revealed groups of densely connected artists

that have many sub-genres in common, such as the dark orange shoegaze cluster in the bottom-

left of Figure 4.1. To identify these densely connected groups, we clustered the graph using the
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Louvain graph clustering algorithm [68]. This algorithm clusters the graph hierarchically. We use

the top-level clusters returned by the algorithm, which generally returned about 5-10 clusters for

the graphs we generated.

To label these clusters in the overview, we select their top-3 most representative genres to

include in the legend (Figure 4.1C). To do this, we access the set of genres associated with each

artist in the graph, using the Spotify Web API5. Our first attempt to label a cluster was to pick

the top-3 most common genres among all of the artists in the cluster. However, this top-3 would

often include the name of the overarching genre, which would be shared across all the clusters,

making them indistinguishable from each other. To find the genres that are common and unique

to a particular cluster, we leverage a technique normally used in information retrieval called the

term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [110]. This technique is used to determine

how relevant a term is to a particular document in a collection of documents. Its output is a set of

scores per term per document, where higher scores indicate that a term is specific to a document

and lower scores indicate that the term appears often across all the documents. In our case, we

treat each cluster as a document and its set of genres as its terms, and we select the top-3 genres

with the highest TF-IDF scores to represent that genre. This method creates genre-labels that better

distinguish clusters at the sub-genre level.

4.5.4 Guiding Users with a Highlighted Path

Finally, the resulting graph can sometimes be densely connected, and it can be hard for users

to see the connections from the anchor artists to each of the clusters. To make this overview easier

to navigate, we highlight a simple path connecting the user’s anchor artists to important artists in

each cluster. This is visualized as a green path, called the “guide”, in the graph (Figure 4.1D).

We want the minimal number of edges connecting the anchor artists to each cluster to minimize

visual complexity. This set of edges is called a Steiner tree [111], and we calculate it using an

approximation algorithm in the NetworkX Python library6.

5https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api/
6https://networkx.org/
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To determine the important nodes in each cluster to include in the tree, we experimented with

several node-centrality measures, including basic edge count, eigenvector centrality [69], and be-

tweenness centrality [112]. Edge count and eigenvector centrality classified highly connected

nodes at the center of clusters to be important. While accurate, the generated Steiner tree would

then include many edges within each cluster to get to this central node. Meanwhile, betweenness

centrality emphasized influential nodes at the edge of clusters that acted as “gateway artists” into

that cluster. We decided to use this measure of centrality because the resulting Steiner tree was less

visually complex.

4.6 Evaluation

To answer our research questions and learn how TastePaths helps users understand and ex-

plore their interests, we conducted a within-subjects study, comparing a personalized version of

TastePaths to a non-personalized one. We chose a within-subject design because we wanted to

understand users’ preferences and qualitative reflections between the two conditions. To under-

stand how users perceived the two versions of TastePaths, we analyzed data from multiple sources.

This included a questionnaire that measured their perceived helpfulness of each version and user-

logs containing their actions as they interacted with the systems. We also asked conducted semi-

structured interviews and a thematic analysis on the resulting data. This gave us insights into how

they perceived each version, explored the graphs, and what they learned about their interests.

4.6.1 Procedure

The general outline of the study was the following: (1) users were first interviewed on their

music preferences and methods for finding new artists, (2) they then used the two versions of

TastePaths to find new artists in two genres they commonly listen to, (3) after each version they

filled out a questionnaire, rating their perceived engagement and helpfulness of the tool, (4) they

were asked a series of questions on their thoughts of the tool in a semi-structured exit interview.

To set up the experiment, we selected two genres for each user to explore, one for each version
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of TastePaths. To do this, we followed the procedure outlined in Section 4.5.1 to get the user’s

top genres from their 90-day listening history. From this list of top genres, we selected their top

two genres for them to explore. Sometimes these genres were similar and contained a few of

the same anchor artists. In that case, we took their top genre-interest and then the next strongest

genre-interest that featured no intersection with the top genre’s anchor artists. To confirm that the

participants were in fact interested in the genres we selected, we asked them to rate on a 7-point

Likert scale how knowledgeable they are in that genre and how interested they are in exploring

artists in that genre.

In the experiment phase of the study, participants were randomly assigned to a condition which

determined which version they will interact with first: either personalized-anchors-first or popular-

anchors-first. Condition order was counter-balanced to prevent a learning effect. After being told

the two genres they would explore, participants picked the order they explored them in. When

interacting with TastePaths for the first time, users were given a short explanation of the interface

and its features. For each version, users were told if the anchor artists were either personalized or

the most popular artists in that genre. They were then given ten minutes to find five new songs from

five new artists. We wanted to see if either version of TastePaths would help users explore a genre

more deeply and thus encourage them to find new artists; five artists seemed challenging enough

but also doable given the time-limit. We also emphasized that this number was only to encourage

them and that they should only add songs to their playlist if they were genuinely interested in that

song. Participants were encouraged to talk and explain their process and actions as they explored

the visualization.

After exploring each genre, participants were asked if they would like to save the playlist to

their personal account associated with a music streaming service. They were also asked to fill out

a questionnaire (Table 5.1) to understand their perception of the tool for the task. Finally, after

experimenting with both versions of TastePaths, we asked them a series of questions that probed

at their preference for each system, exploration strategies, and knowledge they gained from using

the tool.
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Metric Statement (7-point Likert scale)

Engagement Q1. It was entertaining and interesting to explore artists in the {first, sec-
ond} network.

Interest Q2. With the {first, second} network, I was able to find artists that
matched my interest.

Serendipity Q3. With the {first, second} network, I found artists that I had not con-
sidered in the first place but turned out to be a positive and surprising
discovery.

Music Discovery Q4. The {first, second} network helped me discover new artists.
Guidance Q5. With the {first, second} network, it was easy to determine which

artists I’d be interested in.
Confidence Q6. I am confident I will like the songs in the playlist I made using the

{first, second} network.
Learning Q7. With the {first, second} network, I feel like I know more about the

artists and sounds of the genre better than when I started.
Understanding Q8. With the {first, second} network, I feel like I understand the artists

and sounds of the genre better than before.

Table 4.1: Post-task questionnaire filled out by participants after they used a version of TastePaths
to explore a genre. Each statement was rated on a 7-point Likert scale.

4.6.2 Questionnaire

The questionnaire we gave participants borrows ideas from a few common evaluation frame-

works for recommender systems (Table 5.1). To understand how the system helped users find

music, we measure user-perceived interest in the artists (Q2), music discovery (Q4), and user con-

fidence (Q6), which are adapted from Cai et al. [113]. In the same vein, we also include a question

on guidance (Q5), to see if one version made identifying interesting artists easier than the other. To

understand if one version was more interesting to use than another, we also include Q1 to measure

engagement [114]. Finally, to understand if one version of TastePaths helped users learn about the

genre more than the other, we added Q7 and Q8.
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Personal Non-personal p-value
Engagement 6.56 (0.89) 6.75 (0.58) .48

Interest 6.5 (0.89) 5.69 (1.7) .047
Serendipity 6.25 (1.13) 5.31 (1.66) .03

Music Discovery 6.75 (0.45) 5.94 (1.95) .26
Guidance 5.94 (1.48) 5.69 (1.7) .61

Confidence 5.94 (1.06) 6.25 (0.77) .21
Learning 5.44 (1.55) 5.63 (1.54) .46

Understanding 5.31 (1.7) 5.63 (1.75) .27

Table 4.2: Comparison of the Personal and Non-personal version of TastePaths for each cate-
gory in the post-task questionnaire. 8 paired-sample Wilcoxon tests, with Bonferroni correction,
show no significant differences for any metric in the questionnaire. Across the metrics the biggest
difference is in Interest and Serendipity. TastePaths participants using the personalized version
found more artists in their interest. In parenthesis is standard deviation.

Personal Non-personal p-value
Listening duration

(minutes) 5.18 (1.4) 5.26 (1.5) .82

Nodes deeply explored 7.75 (2) 7.12 (2.6) .39
Nodes hovered 68.56 (24) 74.5 (28.2) .25

Green-path nodes
deeply explored 1.63 (1.6) 1.93 (1.9) .58

Clusters explored 4.31 (1) 3.5 (1.2) .036
Clusters 7.31 (2.5) 6.13 (1.4) .12

Playlist songs 7.25 (2.6) 5.68 (2.6) .015
Playlist artists 5.94 (1.5) 4.94 (2.4) .079
Playlist saved .875 (.33) .625 (.48) .045

Table 4.3: Comparison of the Personal and Non-personal version of TastePaths across a num-
ber of measurements taken from the recorded user logs in the study. We conducted nine
paired-sample Wilcoxon tests, with Bonferroni correction, and found no significant differences in
each of these metrics. These logs indicate that in both conditions, users were highly engaged with
the system, hovering over many artists and listening to music for over 50% of their time with each
system. Participants using the personalized TastePaths made longer playlists on average, with more
unique artists, and were more likely to save it. In parenthesis is standard deviation. All metrics are
means of counts, except listening duration.
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4.6.3 Participants

We recruited 16 participants (P1-P16), 7 female, 8 male, and 1 non-binary person, from the

dscout platform for remote studies7. Their ages ranged from 19 to 53, with the average being 31

years old, and they had diverse backgrounds (including diverse occupations, locations within the

US, music interests, income levels). To be eligible for the study, they had to be over 18 years old,

reside in the US and speak English, have a paid premium account on a music streaming service for

at least a year, be interested in exploring new music, and listen to discovery-focused playlists at

least once in the last three months on that music streaming service. The interviews were conducted

remotely, and participants had to have a computer with a Google Chrome web browser. Consistent

with internal guidelines, participants were reimbursed $100 for the 60-minute interview, paid via

the dscout app.

4.6.4 Analysis

We performed inductive thematic analysis on the qualitative data from the semi-structured

interviews [115, 116]. Through an iterative coding process, two of the authors coded the interview

data and discussed any disagreements. Examples of codes included ‘sonic comparison between

different clusters’ and ‘helpful aspects of the legend.’

To analyze the questionnaire data, we conducted paired-sample Wilcoxon tests with Bonfer-

roni correction, since we compared two paired groups with ordinal data. We found no significant

differences between the two versions of TastePaths for any of the metrics (Table 4.2). To analyze

the user-log data, we also conducted paired-sample Wilcoxon tests for the same reasons and once

again found no significant differences between the two versions for any of the metrics (Table 4.3).

4.7 Findings

Through our analysis, we identified four main themes: (1) personalization is key, (2) best dis-

coveries are between or on the edge of genres, (3) users want more control: human-in-the-loop
7https://dscout.com/
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growing and pruning of the graph, (4) improved recommendation explainability through mental

map. The first theme helps to address RQ1 by explaining why users preferred the personalized-

anchors version of TastePaths. The second and third themes help to address RQ2 by summarizing

(1) what exploration strategies were most effective and (2) how users imagined themselves inter-

acting with the graph. Finally, the fourth theme addresses RQ4 by summarizing what users learned

and wished they had learned.

4.7.1 Personalization is Key

Twelve out of 16 said they preferred the version of TastePaths with personalized anchor artists.

Overall, participants found the personalized version more interesting since it featured more artists

they knew and liked. P5 explained that the “personalized was more useful because it was based

on [my] specific taste.” On average, participants collected more songs they liked for their playlists

with the personalized version. They collected an average of 7.25 (stdev=2.6) songs per playlist

with the personalized version and 5.68 (stdev=2.6) with the non-personalized one (Table 4.3).

This aligns with the questionnaire results, where users rated the personalized version higher for

both music discovery and interest, suggesting that the personalized version of TastePaths was more

helpful to find new and interesting artists.

Participants wanted even more personalization to better guide their exploration in the

graph. Beyond the three personal anchor artists, participants imagined more ways their data could

be visualized in the graph to help them explore. One idea posed by P9, P5, and P6 was to have the

graph indicate which artists the user has listened to before. This way, they could focus on exploring

unknown artists nearby the ones they had interacted with before. Other participants imagined

even more advanced ways the visualization could be more personalized. P7, for example, wanted

TastePaths to prioritize clusters based on her affinity towards them: “Maybe if there were a couple

of artists it knew I liked [and I could] find more direct correlations... [I] want to see a heat map

almost - this is the hot spot of what you might like.” Participants wanted TastePaths to incorporate

more personal listening data to better guide them to new content they are likely to enjoy in the
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graph.

4.7.2 Best Discoveries are Between or on the Edge of Genres

Participants found new artists they really liked between genre clusters or at the outskirts

of a cluster. Artists between two clusters captured essences of two musical styles, which led to

exciting discoveries when these were styles the participant enjoyed. For example, while exploring

a personalized network for dance pop, P9 found an artist she had never heard of before between

two clusters she typically enjoys: “I’ve never heard of this person...and I like this because it’s a

blur between EDM and dance pop. This is definitely on the edge between those genres. I have a lot

music that sits in the middle.” Similarly, while exploring a personalized network of classic rock,

P8 found that he already knew most of the artists in the graph, and so the most interesting finds

were at the edges of clusters: “Outliers are most fun to discover because I haven’t heard them in

the past.” The richest discoveries for users when exploring a familiar genre were those that helped

them dive deeper and united multiple aspects of that genre that they liked.

To make these meaningful discoveries, participants employed several different strategies to

explore the graph visualization. The most common strategy was to use the legend to identify an

interest in the graph (8 out of 16 participants). Since the legend summarized the three sub-genres

that best describe each cluster, participants used their preexisting knowledge of sub-genres to pick

a cluster that looked interesting. Along with the legend, participants also used the anchor artists to

direct their exploration. A common strategy was to start with the anchor artists and explore their

direct connections. This was more popular in the non-personalized condition, where participants

would first inspect the popularity-based anchor artists, and if they liked them, explored nodes close

to them (Figure 4.2B). A few participants also used the green path as a guide (Figure 4.2C). But

this was generally an uncommon strategy; on average, participants clicked on less than two artists

in the guide in both conditions (Table 4.3). Participants were less inclined to follow the guide to

different clusters and more willing to jump around from cluster to cluster. Finally, a couple of the

participants did not care for any guidance at all and started from one cluster and systematically
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Figure 4.2: Three exploration strategies users employed: a) systematic exploration, b) an-
choring, and c) following the guide. In systematic exploration (a), users picked a cluster to start
from and then systematically explored the other clusters one-by-one. In anchoring (b), users ex-
plored artists stemming directly from the three anchor artists. In following the guide (c), users
followed the nodes along the green path guide. The numbered arrows indicate the order in which
users explored the nodes.

explored the clusters one-by-one (Figure 4.2A). To them, it was more important to see all the

clusters rather than to focus on any cluster in particular.

4.7.3 Users want more Control: Human-in-the-loop Growing and Pruning of the Graph

As participants explored, they expressed a desire for more control to shape and direct their

search. They wanted to remove artists they had heard before and did not like. Also, a few par-

ticipants mentioned removing or minimizing entire graph clusters that were less interesting. For

example, P4 explained that while he would not want to completely remove a cluster, he wanted

to “de-emphasize it” and interactively control which clusters to view by “checking which of these

genres to even see.” P7 echoed this idea and added that by pruning, she would be able to better

explore other parts of the graph: “It would be helpful [if i could prune this cluster], and get a better
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view of the pathways in Swedish pop.” By pruning, users would be able to create a graph that is (1)

easier to explore and (2) more reflective of their interests.

In addition to removing portions of the graph, users also expressed a desire to grow the graph

and imagined an adaptive guide that would lead them. For example, P6 discovered a cluster with a

sub-genre she had not heard of called soul flow with many artists she liked; she wanted to expand

the graph from this cluster and continue to explore it. Besides growing the graph, participants

also wanted a more intelligent green-path guide that would change according to their input. P2

explained, “I wish there was an adaptive guide: once you press on an artist, it would create one

[and show] other things that might be on the same pace based on that song that you like.” P7

also imagined giving feedback on what she did not like along the path of the guide, which would

redirect it to a sub-section she liked more. Overall, participants wanted even more interactivity to

better explore the graph.

4.7.4 Improved Recommendation Explainability through Mental Map

With both the non-personalized and personalized versions of TastePaths, users gained a better

understanding of how much variance exists within a genre, were able to understand what they liked

and disliked within the genre, and grew their vocabulary to describe their interests. For example,

after exploring a non-personalized graph for pop, P2 learned about the many genres within it:

“I did not really know these genre names... and now I know what it’s called. Hopefully after

this I will explore them a little more... Genre is usually an afterthought, so it was nice to see

what genre they were in.” After exploring a personalized graph for alternative r&b, P10 felt like

she better understood which part of the genre she actually liked, pinpointing artists with “hints

[of] underground and with hints of jazz” as her strongest interest. She felt it was important to

understand these sub-genres to better reason about where her recommendations were coming from

in a music streaming service. Overall, TastePaths helped users better understand the different

sounds within a genre as well as their own preferences.

However, beyond becoming acquainted with its sub-genres, participants wanted to learn spe-
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cific information about the genre itself, including its sonic characteristics, history, and influences.

From the questionnaire results, on a scale of one to seven, participants rated “learning” on average

5.44 (stdev=1.55) with the personalized version and 5.63 (stdev=1.54) with the non-personalized

version (Table 4.2). While they generally felt they had learned something, they wished they had

learned more. For example, P15 wanted a greater understanding of the graph’s organizational

structure, including more information on why artists were grouped together and descriptors for

each cluster’s sonic characteristics. Meanwhile, P9 wanted specific information at the artist level:

“I know more artists, but I don’t necessarily know more about them... a little bit more about the

artists or their background, their process, how they make their music, things generally about the

genre. Something about influence - how house music came along, the lineage from Detroit EDM to

house music etc.” While not implemented in the current version, adding more information could

improve the visualization in future iterations.

Interestingly, a couple of participants felt that the experience with TastePaths made them

reevaluate their knowledge of the genre, sometimes even confusing them. After exploring a non-

personalized graph of pop music, P10 felt overwhelmed at the vastness of that genre: “I know

nothing about pop now. I feel like pop has just become more confusing and now I’m lost in a

sea of subgenres... I feel like I was sitting on a step and now they invited me in the house, and

I’m like ‘what’.” Without being alienated by the entire genre, some participants felt a disconnect

between the sub-genre names of the cluster and how they perceived the music. For example, while

exploring a chopped and screwed cluster in a non-personalized hip hop network, P6 noticed a few

artists that did not have that quintessential sound of the sub-genre: “[chopped and screwed] is kind

of slowed down and altered in some way... but this one does not sound so slowed down. So maybe

within an artist they have a different vibe.” Across their discographies, artists can make music that

touches multiple genres, perhaps not making them the perfect fit for a cluster. Overall, a couple of

participants felt a disconnect with TastePaths, in some cases at the entire genre level and in other

cases with the label of a cluster.
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4.8 Discussion

4.8.1 Informing Future Recommender Systems

From the user study, we learned that participants wanted even more control than what TastePaths

already provided to provide in-depth feedback to the system. They viewed the graph as the sys-

tem’s representation of their taste, and they imagined more clusters they could explore outside of

their local interests at the graph’s boundaries. Participants wanted to extend the graph in directions

they liked while also editing this representation by de-emphasizing or pruning certain artists and

clusters. This willingness to provide richer feedback has been shown in prior work [108], and is in

stark contrast to the current methods offered by recommender systems to elicit feedback. Currently,

systems either collect implicit feedback, such as play length and skips, which are not transparent

to the user, or explicit feedback like ratings, which are cumbersome to collect [117, 118, 119]

and perhaps even misleading [120]. Future recommender systems can include support for more

expressive and natural feedback from users to tailor how the system represents and understands

their interests.

By enabling expressive feedback, we can better inform the algorithms powering popular rec-

ommendation systems. One finding from our user study was that particularly rich and interesting

discoveries would lie either between two clusters or on the edge of a cluster. This information

could be used as implicit feedback to generate discovery playlists to enable further exploration

with minimal effort. In the future, larger studies can be conducted to collect this implicit feedback

and understand where users are making discoveries to help design better recommender systems

and discovery playlists.

Finally, in addition to being useful for understanding how novices explore, TastePaths can also

support experts in generating better curated playlists to improve recommendations. User-created

playlists and their metadata are often used to calculate the similarity of tracks and artists [121].

From the formative study interviews with experts, we learned that they often used many different

resources to explore a less familiar genre and generate a playlist, which requires a lot of time and
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effort. To provide more and better training data for models using these manually created playlists,

we can enable experts to explore faster and more easily with TastePaths. Future work can include

understanding how experts use TastePaths, what they discover, and using their exploration results

to power recommender systems.

4.8.2 Providing Users Closure to Facilitate more Responsible AI

Participants in our study appreciated that the graph was both expansive and finite. They felt a

sense of accomplishment having explored most of the clusters and pride if they realized they knew

most of the artists within them. For example, while exploring a personalized graph of mathcore,

P15 stated: “I’m very proud of myself, in my metal fandom. Having seen a lot of these bands, I’m

happy with the amount I have been able to recognize.” Currently, many recommender systems

do not design for an end to the experience but instead aim to maximize their share of the user’s

time. Because of this, users often consume content to their detriment, neglecting their other plans

and goals [122] and losing their sense of agency [123]. Recent work has shown that users prefer

versions of recommender systems that promote active interaction and agency when they have a

specific intention in mind. One promising way to support agency is through planning [124]. By

setting and following goals, users feel more in control of their consumption, as they feel there is an

end to the process, unlike in an endless feed of media. Future work can extend these principles to

music recommender systems. During a specific task like exploring a genre, music services could

help users form goals on how far or how long to explore during the session to encourage growth

and agency as opposed to longer listening sessions.

4.8.3 Guidelines for Helping Users Deeply Explore their Interests

While recommender systems are very useful for helping users find content that closely aligns

with their current preferences, they can be augmented further to support users in deeply explor-

ing and expanding their interests. By doing so, we could limit the effects of the filter bubble

and promote creativity and individuality instead. From the user study, we established two general
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guidelines for helping users interactively explore and understand their interests: (1) anchor explo-

ration with content the user knows well and help them venture out in many different ways and (2)

help users learn about their interests so that they can recognize and consciously interact with their

bubble.

In the user study, participants’ prior knowledge helped them navigate the space more confi-

dently. From the artists they knew, they were able to identify opportunity spaces; participants were

excited to see an unknown artist, or cluster of artists, connecting two other artists they already

liked. Future systems can provide multiple ways for users to explore new content from what they

currently enjoy. This could include suggesting what lies between two items they know well (ei-

ther articles, movies, or artists), or suggesting “gateway” items that are connected but less similar

to their current interests to introduce them to a new cluster or adjacent genre within the space.

These kind of recommendations can help users confidently explore new content outside of their

immediate bubble.

As well as anchoring exploration from content the user currently enjoys, recommender systems

can also help users learn about this content to help them understand and interact with their filter

bubble. Past work has shown that providing a broad overview of the user’s consumption increases

their awareness of the content they consume and their feeling of control over it [92, 90]. In addition

to helping users acknowledge what content they consume at a high level, we show that overviews

can also help users better understand what exactly they like about a sub-area in the space, such as

a genre. Future systems can provide users with a more fine-grained understanding of their taste by

specifying both the broader categories the user is interested in, and the sub-categories that better

reflect the user’s taste. By incorporating this information, users will be aware of the system’s

representation of their interests; they can then consciously choose to remain within this bubble or

to explore elsewhere.
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4.8.4 Limitations and Future Work

While we carefully designed the study, it is not without limitations. One factor that varied

across participants and the two conditions in the evaluation was the edge density and number of

clusters in the graphs. While each graph was created in the same way and included exactly 150

nodes, the resulting structure of the graph and number of edges was variable. Because of this, some

networks were very densely connected with fewer clusters like Figure 4.2C, while others were more

spread-out with more clusters like Figure 4.2B. From the interviews, we found that participants

generally preferred to explore networks that were more spread-out and had more clusters, and so

there might be graph attributes affecting how participants explore. Future work could investigate

how different graph shapes and clusters affect how users explore them. TastePaths also required

users to hover over nodes in order to see the artist information, and this required extra effort for

exploration, especially when the graphs were denser. Future work could investigate how to best

highlight important information in the network to reduce the need of node-hovering.

Another limitation in this work is that we recruited participants interested in exploring new

music and who have done so in the past three months. Therefore, our results apply more towards

those who are open to exploring rather than the general populace of music listeners. We also

conducted a relatively small study with 16 participants and focused on qualitative insights. Future

work can involve conducting a larger study, to study how to support users who are less willing

to explore their interests. In addition, in the formative study, we only interviewed expert music

curators, but it would be valuable to also learn more about the tools used by people who are less

experienced or less interested in music. For example, it might be less important for them to get a

sense of the range of artists in a genre and more important to know what’s popular, what the social

connections are, etc.

Finally, TastePaths can be altered to study how users transition from one genre to another. In

this work we focused on studying how users explore a single, familiar genre, but there is still a lot

to learn about how users would like to explore a completely new genre. TastePaths could visualize

a familiar genre, as well as a highly related genre the user currently does not listen to; from this
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setup, we could gain insights toward how to best guide users to new genres from their current

interests.

4.9 Conclusion

This chapter covered TastePaths, our interactive web tool that helps users deeply explore and

understand the music genres they listen to. We conducted a qualitative study where participants

used a personalized and non-personalized version of TastePaths to explore two music genres they

listen to often. Our study aimed to understand if TastePaths helps users explore their genres of

interest and more broadly, how to better support users in exploring and understanding their prefer-

ences. We found that participants greatly preferred the personalized version and wanted even more

personalization. They also wanted more control of the graph, including the ability to expand or

prune sections of it to better reflect their interests. Finally, they also gained a better mental model

of what they liked within their interests and desired to learn even more. Future tools in this space

can investigate how to better incorporate learning into exploratory search, how to incorporate more

closure and goal-fulfillment in recommendation systems, and how to support users in modifying

the system’s representation of their taste and interests.
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Chapter 5: AngleKindling: Supporting Journalistic Angle Ideation with

Large Language Models

5.1 Introduction

Journalists often write stories by carefully analyzing claims made in documents for newswor-

thiness. These documents can come from freely-shared documents, like press releases, private

information leaks, like the Enron email dataset and Panama Papers, as well as public records ac-

cessed by Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests. Writing stories from these documents is

currently mentally taxing and requires a careful consideration of each claim’s potential controversy

and newsworthiness in order to brainstorm potential angles for stories. An angle is a framing of an

event or document that “call[s] attention to some aspects of reality while obscuring other elements,

which might lead audiences to have different reactions” [125]. Each angle forms a perspective

from a few key claims of a document and sets the groundwork for developing a story. Then an

angle is substantiated through interviews and information gathering from relevant resources. And

by considering multiple angles for a document, journalists can make better decisions on what kind

of story to write. But with shortages in newsrooms [126] and the abundance of these documents,

journalists do not have the time to comprehensively explore multiple framings for each document.

Current computational tools for journalists predominantly support computational news dis-

covery (CND) - the data-driven identification of potentially newsworthy information [127] [128].

CND tools are often built atop data streams like social media feeds and government websites to

direct journalists to anomalous information that could lead to a story, such as a recent high-volume

of posts or a recent document detailing a new algorithm the government is using. While these tools

help direct journalists’ attention to interesting information, they do not help them explore many

story angles for that piece of information. From a three-month long co-design with four profes-
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sional journalists, we learned that in the early stages of a story, an essential part of a journalist’s

process is to brainstorm multiple angles that can be substantiated into coherent and verifiable sto-

ries. For example, a new government policy or initiative might lead to many different controversies

and negative outcomes, and currently, journalists rely on their expertise, which may be limited or

biased, to consider these effects. In this work, we study how to help journalists explore multiple

different angles, given an interesting document.

Large language models (LLMs) have shown great potential in many ideation tasks. Pre-trained

on billions of text sources from the Internet, LLMs are a fundamental shift in natural language

processing (NLP) [129]. They contain vast world-knowledge and are often able to generate fluent

natural language text. With few to no examples, LLMs can reliably execute a number of compli-

cated tasks, including summarization, information extraction, and ideation with remarkably fluent

and accurate completions [130]. Within human-computer interaction, LLMs have been used for a

variety of tasks, including helping science writers brainstorm ways to communicate their findings

[131] and enabling creative writers to explore many ways of writing a story by generating character

arcs [132]. In this work, we study if and how LLMs can help professional journalists brainstorm

story ideas from a document.

While journalists write stories from many different documents, we focus on press releases. The

journalists in the co-design emphasized that press releases, especially those released by govern-

ment administrations, are a timely and important source of information for writing stories, which

is in line with findings from prior work [133]. During a few of the co-design sessions, we observed

the journalists as they brainstormed angles for press releases, and we formed four design goals

for AngleKindling, our interactive web tool that supports angle exploration for press releases. To

help journalists cut through the fluff of the press release, AngleKindling summarizes it into a set

of main points. To support angle ideation, AngleKindling employs a LLM to suggest potential

controversies and negative outcomes, which call into question the claims and positive bias of the

press release. Then, to help journalists verify these angles, AngleKindling links them to the source

text, pointing to parts of the press release relevant to each angle. And finally, to provide context
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for each angle, AngleKindling provides a related news article as historical background.

To evaluate AngleKindling we conducted a within-subjects user study with 12 professional

journalists, comparing AngleKindling to INJECT [134], a recent creativity support tool for jour-

nalists that also supports angle exploration. INJECT utilizes more traditional natural language

processing techniques to supply related articles and extracted entities relevant to the source text;

these articles are grouped by their broader, overarching angles. Our findings show that participants

found AngleKindling significantly more helpful for brainstorming ideas, while also requiring sig-

nificantly less mental demand than INJECT.

To summarize, this work contributes the following:

• Four design goals for helping journalists explore angles for press releases, based on findings

from our three-month long co-design with four professional journalists.

• AngleKindling, our interactive tool for exploring angles given a press release, which uses a

LLM to generate numerous angles like controversies, facilitates trust by linking these angles

to the source text, and provides historical background for each angle via a related news

article.

• Findings from our evaluation, demonstrating that AngleKindling was perceived to be signif-

icantly more helpful for brainstorming story ideas, while requiring significantly less mental

demand than the baseline. This was primarily due to AngleKindling (1) helping journalists

recognize angles they had not considered, (2) providing angles that were useful for multiple

types of stories, (3) helping journalists quickly and deeply engage with the press release, and

(4) providing contextualized historical context.

• A discussion that highlights rich areas of future work, including enabling angle customiza-

tion and prioritizing angles that are more promising than others. We also discuss how the

techniques used in this work can be applied to other domains like case law and academia,

where LLMs can be used to explore how the decision made in one case might affect the

outcomes of similar disputes and the ethical implications of academic papers, respectively.
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5.2 Related Work

5.2.1 Computational Journalism

The role of computation in journalism has predominantly been studied in two overarching cat-

egories: (1) understanding how technology shapes how consumers and audiences interact with and

consume news media and (2) designing tools to improve journalists’ capabilities and understand-

ing how these tools affect their workflows [135]. Within the first category, past work has examined

how news is shared [136], specifically the role search engines play in biasing the content we con-

sume [137], as well as how users interact with and consume news [138] [139] [140]. Within the

second category, numerous tools have been built that support a diverse set of journalistic tasks,

including categorizing and understanding large document collections [28], identifying claims to

be fact-checked [141] [142], and examining events and content on social media [143] [144] [145]

[146] [147] [148]. This work contributes to this growing body of research on supporting journal-

ists’ abilities with technology.

CND tools help orient journalists’ attention to newsworthy information with algorithms [127]

[128]. In more open-ended tasks, like exploring a large set of documents, CND tools often incorpo-

rate visualizations so that journalists interactively identify newsworthy information. For instance,

Overview visualizes a hierarchy of document clusters in a tree-structure, which helped journal-

ists better grasp a birds-eye view of the information within a corpora and identify branches that

interested them [28]. Similarly, Jigsaw helped users explore document sets at the entity level,

by visualizing their relationships across documents in a network [149]. As well as guiding users

to newsworthy information via visualizations, other CND tools monitor data-streams of data for

trends and anomalies to explicitly highlight newsworthy data. For example, CityBeat monitors

geotagged social media data to direct journalists to budding local events via abnormal spikes in

posts [143]. Another system in this vein, SRSR (Seriously Rapid Source Review), directs journal-

ists’ attention to user-accounts on Twitter that might be useful sources for breaking news events

[150]. Instead of social media data, Algorithm Tips monitors government websites for documents
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describing new algorithmic decision making systems [151]. To present promising leads to journal-

ists, the system employs a crowd to rate each document on a few newsworthy categories. While

these CND systems effectively direct journalists’ attention to interesting documents and pieces of

information, their support often ends there. Multiple narratives and angles can be spun from an

interesting document, and in contrast to these CND systems, AngleKindling supports this process

of brainstorming angles after an interesting document has been found.

The most comparable system to AngleKindling is INJECT, which also supports the creative

process of brainstorming journalistic angles [134]. To help users discover angles for a particular

topic, INJECT employs traditional natural language processing (NLP) techniques to provide sug-

gestions of relevant people and articles with different types of angles: causal, quantifiable, and

ramifications. The system also uses template-based “creative sparks”, which are general sugges-

tions that encourage journalists to consider how a related article’s angle might be applied or related

to the journalist’s story. AngleKindling has similar design goals and also provides related articles

and suggestions, but structures them differently. AngleKindling employs a LLM to generate po-

tential controversies, negative outcomes, and areas to investigate from a press release; these are

more specific suggestions directly tied to the text, compared to INJECT’s sparks. Then to provide

further context for these angles, AngleKindling connects each one to a related news article. There-

fore, the two systems provide different types of creativity support: AngleKindling is generative

and specific, synthesizing angles tailored to the press release, while INJECT is associative and

general, providing references to previous, related angles and sparks that are more general. In this

work, we conduct a user study comparing AngleKindling to INJECT to understand (1) which kind

of creativity support journalists prefer and (2) how LLM-based suggestions compare to providing

articles with different angles in terms of helpfulness and cognitive load (3) and how to better design

angle brainstorming systems.
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5.2.2 Creativity Support with Large Language Models

Generative models are being successfully applied to support a number of creative tasks, in-

cluding music composition [152], designing visual art [153] [154], and writing [131] [132] [155].

Large language models, in particular, are transforming a number of creative tasks. Trained on

billions of documents, LLMs contain a vast amount of general world knowledge and can perform

numerous NLP tasks without requiring pre-training [130] [156]. LLMs have been used as open-

ended collaborative writing tools; with Wordcraft, users can view multiple completions from a

LLM as well as explore portions of text written in different styles [157]. LLMs have also been

shown to be effective in more constrained contexts, including generating suggestions for science

communication. Science writers found Sparks LLM-suggestions both interesting and useful as a

means to understand a reader’s perspective [131]. BunCho, also uses a LLM to generate titles and

synopses from keywords [158]. Finally, LLMs are also currently being used to enable end-users

to develop their own AI-infused applications in the form of LLM-chains, where the output of one

LLM-step is fed into another [159] [160] [161]. In all of these applications, LLMs have been

shown to be effective tools for increasing creativity and useful even when they provide unintended

or incorrect outputs. In this work, we apply an LLM to generate angles for journalists, a context in

which trust and verification is essential. To help journalists verify angles, we connect them back

to the source text. In this work, we investigate if an LLM’s common sense reasoning can help

journalists think of angles they would not have otherwise.

5.3 Co-Design with Professional Journalists

We conducted a three-month long co-design with four professional journalists (3 male, average

age = 38.25), with journalistic experience ranging from 2 to 28 years. The purpose of the co-

design was broadly to develop a tool that would help journalists be more productive in writing

stories. We met with the journalists once a week, for an hour, to discuss potential problems we

could address and datasets to experiment with. In this section, we describe (1) how we identified
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the need to support angle exploration, given a potentially interesting piece of information, (2) our

early experimentation with GPT-3 to support angle-exploration, and (3) a formative study where

we derive design goals for a tool that supports angle exploration for press releases.

5.3.1 Supporting Angle Ideation for an Interesting Source

In the earlier sessions of the co-design, we learned that finding an interesting piece of infor-

mation did not immediately constitute a story, which is in-line with prior work [162]. Initially,

the journalists were interested in writing stories about posts made on Gab1, a conservative social

network that operates similarly to Twitter. Our first goal was to help journalists find newsworthy

posts on the website, much like the CND tools described in Section 5.2.1. We developed a simple

interface that helped journalists search for posts on Gab, based on a few news values: power elite,

impact, and timeliness [163]. To include the power elite news value, the interface consisted of

an updating list of posts made by prominent Gab users, including politicians, people running for

office, CEO’s, and wealthy individuals. To include the impact and timeliness news values, users

could respectively sort posts by their number of likes and the date they were posted. While this in-

terface helped the journalists explore potentially newsworthy posts, we learned that a post by itself

is not a story. For example, the journalists found an interesting post by Marjorie Taylor Greene

(MTG), a Georgia Congresswoman. She posted how she had accumulated over “60k in fines”

from refusing to wear a mask on the House floor (which was approximately true2). While this is

an interesting and potentially newsworthy claim, a richer story needs to do more than recount what

a powerful individual claims.

There are many ways an interesting piece of information can be spun into a story, and to

find a compelling narrative, journalists benefit by exploring many angles. For the MTG post, the

journalists brainstormed a few angles. One angle focused on health and included questions like,

“How many times did Marjorie Taylor Greene not wear her mask to accrue those fines? Have

other members of Congress gotten COVID-19 while she did this?” The answers to these question

1https://gab.com/
2https://www.huffpost.com/entry/marjorie-taylor-greene-mask-rules-2021_n_6181d57be4b06de3eb6d964f
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could lead to a story on MTG endangering the health of prominent politicians. Next, another

angle focused on her appeal to her base and involved questions like, “Is 60k a lot of money to

Marjorie Greene? Is she taking these fines to make an easy appeal to her base or because she

genuinely does not believe in mask wearing?”. Depending on the answers to these questions,

a story could be written on MTG’s motivations and behaviors. From a single interesting post,

different lines of reasoning could lead to very different stories, each with their own follow-up

research and interviews. To help journalists assess more angles more easily, we aimed to support

the process of brainstorming angles given an interesting piece of information.

Given their world knowledge and ability to generate fluent text, we experimented with LLMs

as an approach to support brainstorming angles. We prompted GPT-3, OpenAI’s large language

model, to ideate a connection between a post and a number of angles, including health, technology,

and economics. For example, for the economic angle, we prompted GPT-3 to “List the potential

implications of the actions described in the post on the American economy”. Even with no training

examples, GPT-3 produced compelling connections. For instance, Paul Gosar, a US representative

for Arizona, praised the new “Don’t say gay bill” Florida had just passed, which forbids elemen-

tary school teachers from discussing gender and sexual orientation with their students. For the

economic angle, GPT-3 aptly connected this post to past events where companies had moved of-

fices and ultimately jobs from states where anti-LGBTQ laws had been passed and concluded the

same could happen in Florida. The journalists had not considered this connection and ultimately

found it helpful as potential story inspiration, giving an early indication that LLMs could be useful

for angle exploration.

This initial experimentation with Gab posts showed promise that GPT-3 could help journalists

read between the lines of text to reveal its implications, but ultimately, these posts contained too

little text to extrapolate on for angles. Instead, the journalists pointed to press releases as a more

applicable data source for angle exploration. Press releases contain more text and are often rife

with positively biased claims for which LLMs can be used to identify implications. At the same

time, writing stories from press releases is a very common task [164] that is not well-supported by
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technology. Newsrooms are inundated with press releases, where individuals or teams are focused

on churning out stories from them. Because of their prevalence in journalism and their claim-filled

content, we focus on bettering angle exploration for press releases.

5.3.2 Formative Study: Brainstorming Angles from Press Releases

To understand how to best support angle exploration for press releases, we observed the jour-

nalists brainstorm angles for two press releases and interviewed them on their process. They were

asked to imagine that their editor had handed them the press release to come up with a few potential

story ideas. For each press release, they were given 15 minutes to come up with multiple, different

ideas, reflecting the time constraints of a newsroom. As they brainstormed, they were asked to

record their ideas in a separate document. We chose press releases distributed by New York City’s

mayor, Eric Adams, since the journalists lived in or nearby the city and would have the requisite

background knowledge to identify the locations and individuals mentioned in the document. One

press release (PR1) was about a new safety plan for the city’s subway system and the other (PR2)

was about plans for a new offshore wind hub to supply electricity for the city.

Findings: Design Goals

Each journalist started by carefully reading the press release. They noted how press releases are

typically biased and filled with fluff, or less informative phrases that only praise the government’s

actions. The journalists tried to quickly skim through this fluff to (1) quickly understand what the

press release is addressing and (2) to collect important information. This important information

often included specific details pertaining to the plans described in the release. For the wind hub

release, the journalists collected information on which companies were contracted to help with

construction, the length of these contracts, the number of projected jobs, and other concrete in-

formation. These pieces of information were the foundation for the angles they brainstormed, but

required a tiresome and potential error-prone process of scanning the document for them. There-

fore, our first design goal was to summarize the press release into a set of main points, to help
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journalists quickly cut through the fluff and identify important details.

From the claims and concrete details they collected from the press release, the journalists

ideated story angles, like potential controversies and negative outcomes. For the subway safety

plan press release, P1 collected information pertaining to the number of police that would be de-

ployed at each station and their new role to remove homeless people from the subway at the end

of each stop. From this information, he wrote down two controversies: (1) the increase in police

presence may not reduce violence in the subway and (2) there might only be an increase in po-

lice brutality toward the homeless population. In addition to these potential controversies, he also

wrote down questions for follow-up investigation, including “Have there been past subway plans

and were they effective? Does increasing police presence normally reduce violence?” Similarly,

for the wind hub press release, both P2 and P4 recognized that the city had employed a petroleum

company to build the wind hub. P2 questioned how the petroleum company landed the contract as

well as “how long they had been lobbying the city for this contract”. P4 questioned if a petroleum

company should be leading the city’s green energy movement. Thinking of these controversies and

questions was mentally demanding and therefore, our second design goal was to provide angles

that focus on elements of conflict and controversy. Finally, the journalists brainstormed these

angles directly from claims made in the press release, and thus to facilitate trust in the angles we

provide, our third design goal was to ground them in the source material.

All four journalists emphasized the importance of getting historical background to either (1)

think of new angles or (2) to get supporting evidence for the angles they brainstormed. While

working on the subway safety plan release, P3 had questions including, “What have other cities

done for subway safety plans?” and “How has New York’s subway policy changed over the years?”

P3 stated that these are questions he would then answer by consulting past news articles written

about New York’s and other city’s subway policies. He explained that by acquiring this historical

background, new angles might appear, like “New York is trying the same, ineffective methods to

mitigate subway violence” or “New York’s new subway plan is radically different from that of

other cities.” As well as inspiring new angles, historical background can also provide supporting
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evidence for angles already brainstormed. For the wind hub press release, P2 became interested in

the petroleum company’s role in constructing the wind farm; he hypothesized that there could be

tension from the local community and split opinions on the new hub. While he did not have time

during the 15-minute time limit, he explained his next step would be to read past articles on this

deal to either validate or refute this hypothesis. Therefore, our last design goal was to provide

relevant historical background to validate and spark new angles.

Design goals. In summary, we formed four design goals for AngleKindling from the co-design:

D1: Cut through the fluff by summarizing the article into a set of main points.

D2: Provide angles focused on conflict and controversy to help journalists call in to question

the positive bias of the press release and inspire story ideas.

D3: Facilitate trust by connecting the provided angles directly to the source text (the press

release).

D4: Provide relevant historical background to assess angles the journalists brainstorm, show

what’s been written, and inspire new angles.

5.4 AngleKindling

To address these design goals, we created AngleKindling: an interactive web tool that supports

journalists in brainstorming angles, given a press release (Figure 5.1). AngleKindling displays

the input press release on the right and the angle suggestions in the green sidebar on the left.

The press release in this example is another by Eric Adams, announcing new zoning changes to

improve New York’s affordable housing and energy efficiency. To address D1, summarize the press

release, AngleKindling provides a list of the press release’s main points (𝑎1), to help journalists

skim the content quickly. To address D2, provide angles, AngleKindling provides a list of potential

controversies (𝑎2) and negative outcomes (𝑎4) to offer an alternative perspective to the claims made

in the press release, as well as areas of investigation (𝑎3) to offer questions the journalist might

consider for inspiration. To address D3, facilitate trust, AngleKindling connects each angle and

main point to five relevant portions of the press release. In this case, the user selected the second
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Figure 5.1: AngleKindling’s interface displays the press release on the right and the article’s main
points (𝑎1) along with angle suggestions in the green sidebar on the left. The angle suggestions
include potential controversies (𝑎2), areas of investigation which are questions to consider (𝑎2),
and negative outcomes (𝑎4) that could arise. To help users trust these angles, they can select them
(𝑏1) to view related content from the press release (𝑏2), and they can skim through up to five pieces
of text with the related content button (𝑏3). Finally, each angle is connected to a New York Times
article from the past decade (starting in 2012) to provide historical background (𝑏4). The title, lead
paragraph, and publication date are provided for the article, as well as a link to the article itself,
via the blue arrow.

controversy (𝑏1): “The housing plan might not do enough to help those who are struggling to

afford their rent or homeownership”. AngleKindling then highlighted a relevant portion of the

press release (𝑏2), which in this case, is a quote that directly opposes the controversy, claiming

that the new zoning laws will improve the housing opportunities in less fortunate neighborhoods.

Users can continue to skim through connected content with the related content button (𝑏3); the

portion in-focus is highlighted yellow, while the rest are green. Finally, to fulfill D4, provide

relevant historical background, a relevant article from The New York Times is retrieved for each

angle (𝑏4). In this case, the article is from 2013, discussing how a past zoning measure had not
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Figure 5.2: To generate the angles and main points, AngleKindling first splits the press release
into a set of sections, to fit the input length of the LLM (A). Each section is then inputted to a set of
four LLM prompts, to (1) extract the main points of the section (2) ideate potential controversies,
(3) identify areas to investigate, and (4) ideate potential negative outcomes (B). Each LLM prompt
is few-shot and contains three examples of converting a section into a set of main points or angles.
The examples are taken from the angles thought of by the journalists in the formative study. Finally,
the angles ideated from each section are then merged together into a single list.

improved conditions for low income New Yorkers, providing evidence for the controversy in (𝑏1)

and contradicting the official’s quote in (𝑏2). From here, the journalist can click on the blue arrow

in (𝑏4) to read the article in full, and see if Eric Adam’s new zoning plan proposes significant

changes to past plans, or continue exploring other angles. Together, these features help journalists

take an interesting source of information, like a press release, and explore multiple different story

directions.

5.5 Implementation

AngleKindling is implemented in the Flask web-framework. To summarize the press release

and generate the angles, AngleKindling employs GPT-3, OpenAI’s large language model, via their

API 3. While we use this LLM, our work can be replicated with any other LLM. A central feature

of AngleKindling is also connecting each angle to relevant sentences in the press release and a

New York Times article. To connect content we embed the angles and press release content using

3https://openai.com/api/
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Sentence-BERT [165], with the all-mpnet-base-v2 pre-trained model in particular, via their API 4.

Finally, we use the New York Times API to link a relevant article to each angle 5. In the following

section, we describe how we use these tools to implement AngleKindling’s core features.

5.5.1 Providing Angles and Main Points

Given the promise they showed in the co-design, we continued to use a LLM, specifically GPT-

3, to fulfill D1 and D2 and generate angles for press releases. The press releases we collected were

too long to fit in the input length of GPT-3. To generate angles across the entire document, we split

the press release into a set of sections (Figure 5.2A) and generated angles for each section (Figure

5.2B). Each section contained as many complete paragraphs that could fit, along with the prompt,

in the input length of GPT-3. Initially, we used zero-shot prompts to ideate controversies. For each

section, GPT-3 was prompted to “Create a list of controversies that could potentially arise from

the following article section”, without any training examples. The completions for the zero-shot

prompt would sometimes produce a compelling result, but would mostly output generic, unhelpful

controversies like “The plan will fail.” At the same time, the completions were often phrased as

facts, and instead, we wanted to hedge each controversy to facilitate trust. Therefore, we switched

to a few-shot prompt, for which the examples consisted of a press release section, paired with a

list of controversies that the journalists thought of from the formative study (Figure 5.2B). The

resulting angles, like “The plan could lead to more traffic and congestion in New York City” were

more specific and hedged to emphasize that they were possible controversies instead of facts.

Extracting the main points of the press release is done similarly to the angles, but involved an

extra challenge in removing the press release fluff within each point. Once again, as illustrated

in Figure 5.2, the press release is split into sections, where for each one, a few-shot LLM prompt

extracts the main points. However, each main point tended to include superfluous information

that only served to further the document’s positive bias. For instance, from the offshore wind

press release in the formative study, one main point was that “New York City Mayor Eric Adams

4https://www.sbert.net/
5https://developer.nytimes.com/
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today announced an agreement that will transform the city-owned South Brooklyn Marine Ter-

minal (SBMT) into one of the largest offshore wind port facilities in the nation” To simplify this

point, we use another few-shot LLM prompt to rewrite it with fewer words, generating the simpler,

less-biased sentence: “Mayor Adams announced that the South Brooklyn Marine Terminal will be

turned into an offshore wind port.” With this extra step, we are able to provide a summary that is

easier to read and better cuts through the fluff.

5.5.2 Connecting Angles to the Source Text and Historical Background

While these main points and angles might be accurate and inspire ideas, they are difficult for

journalists to trust without explicitly tying them back to the source material. To help facilitate this

trust, we identify each angle’s top five most related sentences in the press release. To do so, we

compare the similarity between each angle to each sentence in the press release. For each angle

we compute a vector, using Sentence-BERT. Next, we split the press release into sentences using

spaCy’s6 built-in sentence segmentation; each sentence is then embedded, also with Sentence-

BERT. Finally, we compute the cosine-similarity between each angle to each sentence, and the

top five sentences are selected to be highlighted by the related content button (Figure 5.1𝑏3). By

explicitly connecting each angle and main point to the source text, we help journalists quickly

verify their relevance.

As well as connecting each angle to the source text, another crucial feature of AngleKindling

is bringing historical background by connecting each angle to a past news article. We use The New

York Times (NYT) as our source of news articles, as it is (1) a reputable and exemplary news source

trusted by journalists and (2) likely to cover the important problems and plans that pertain to New

York City. To connect each angle to a news article, we first collect a set of relevant NYT articles

for the press release. To do so, we extract the top five most relevant keywords from the press

release, once again with a few-shot LLM-prompt. Each keyword is then used to query New York

Times articles from the past decade, using their developer API. Through this process we normally

6https://spacy.io/
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collect approximately 300 relevant articles. For each relevant article, we concatenate its headline

and first paragraph to compute an embedding using Sentence-BERT. Often the first paragraph of a

news article will convey the most important facts of the story, which along with headline, can be

used as the representative material for the article. We then compute the cosine-similarity of these

headline embeddings with each angle embedding, and choose the highest scoring article to use

as historical background. By doing so, we help journalists gather context for each angle through

relevant historical knowledge.

5.6 Evaluation

To understand how AngleKindling may help journalists brainstorm story ideas, we conducted

a within-subjects study, comparing AngleKindling to INJECT, a comparable creativity support

tool for journalists. To understand what participants liked and disliked about these systems we (1)

include a questionnaire to get quantitative measures for each tool’s features and helpfulness as well

as (2) conduct a semi-structured interview to get qualitative insights on participants’ preferences.

5.6.1 INJECT Interface

INJECT is a creativity support tool created to help journalists write stories faster by helping

them discover creative angles for stories. In its evaluation, INJECT was deployed in multiple

news outlets and used to develop multiple, published stories; INJECT helped journalists come up

with new ideas and angles for their stories quickly, “often in less than 3 minutes for each story”

[134]. INJECT was originally implemented as a Google Docs Add-on sidebar, so that journalists

could seamlessly get creative support as they wrote their story. The original INJECT includes

six sources of creativity support, of which we include four (all based on prior news articles): (1)

Quantifiable: articles that contain quantified information, such as actual numbers, and keywords

like Sterling and population, (2) People: information on individuals (from Wikipedia) extracted

from related news articles, (3) Causal: articles that discuss the background or causes of a story,

identified through keywords like cause, impact and studies, and (4) Ramifications: articles that
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Figure 5.3: INJECT’s interface incorporates four types of information sources: relevant people
(𝑎1), articles with causal angles (𝑎2), articles with quantifiable angles (𝑎3), and articles with ram-
ification angles (𝑎4). Each article (𝑏1) is clickable to reveal its first paragraph (𝑏2), as well as a
list of its extracted entities (people, places, organizations, and events) that are linked to their corre-
sponding Wikipedia pages. Each entity can also be hovered over to reveal a inspirational “spark”
(𝑏3). These sparks also appear when a user hovers over an article title (𝑎4).

discuss the future consequences of a story, identified through keywords like outcome, consequence,

and aftermath. INJECT also has features to include comics and data visualizations, but these were

less core features, while the other four were referenced the most as useful features in INJECT’s

deployment. Overall, INJECT is very relevant and powerful tool for angle ideation, and therefore

serves as a good baseline for AngleKindling.

We tailored INJECT’s core functionality to provide creativity support for press releases and em-

bedded it in the same interface as AngleKindling (Figure 5.3). To provide the articles and people

for each press release, we use the same dataset of articles pulled from The New York Times that we

collected for AngleKindling, described in Section 5.5.2. INJECT originally has search functional-

ity, but in our case, we assume the articles have already been searched for, using keywords from the
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press release. To minimize the visual difference of the two interfaces, we incorporate INJECT’s

articles as drop-downs for each category: people (Figure 5.3𝑎1), causal (Figure 5.3𝑎2), quantifi-

able (Figure 5.3𝑎3), and ramifications (Figure 5.3𝑎4). The people are extracted from the articles

shown in the other categories and sorted by frequency. They are also linked to their Wikipedia

pages. Next, the articles are assigned to a category (causal, quantifiable, and ramifications) based

on a set of pertinent keywords for each one. When users select a category, they can view its articles

(Figure 5.3𝑏1), along with each article’s publication date, a link to its page, its first paragraph, as

well as its extracted entities: people, places, organizations, and events. Each entity is linked to

its corresponding Wikipedia page and like INJECT, includes a hover-over “spark” related to its

category (Figure 5.3𝑏3). These sparks also exist for the article headlines (Figure 5.3𝑎3), and are

generated using templates provided from the original paper. Overall, while our implementation is

not an exact copy of INJECT (i.e. the “Quirky” and ”Data visualization” angles were not imple-

mented), we argue that it features enough of its core functionality to compare the strategies of the

two tools.

5.6.2 Procedure

The general outline of the study was the following: (1) participants were first interviewed on

their journalism background and experience, (2) they then used AngleKindling and INJECT to

brainstorm story angles for two press releases by New York City’s mayor, (3) after brainstorming

with each tool, they filled out a questionnaire rating each tool’s features and their experience com-

ing up with ideas, (4) in a semi-structured interview, they were then asked a series of questions on

their preferences and thoughts on each tool.

In the experiment phase of the study, participants were randomly assigned to a condition that

determined which tool and press release they would brainstorm story ideas with first. Tool and

press release order were counter-balanced to prevent a learning effect. Participants were asked

to imagine that their editor had assigned them the press release and asked them to come up with

many different story ideas for the press release. Before using each tool, they were shown a video
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Metrics (Both Conditions) Statement (7-point Likert scale)
Helpfulness The system as a whole was helpful for coming up with story ideas.
Pursuable Angles I would pursue some of the angles from this system.
Mental Demand Coming up with story ideas was mentally taxing with this system.

AngleKindling Metrics Statement (7-point Likert scale)
Main Points The main points were helpful for skimming the press release.
Related Content The “related content” button helped me find relevant information in

the press release.
Controversies The controversies were helpful for coming up with story ideas.
Areas to Investigate The areas to investigate were helpful for coming up with story ideas.
Negative Outcomes The negative outcomes were helpful for coming up with story ideas.
Historical Background The articles were helpful for coming up with story ideas.

INJECT Metrics Statement (7-point Likert scale)
People The relevant people provided were helpful for coming up with story

ideas.
Causal The articles with causal angles were helpful for coming up with story

ideas.
Quantifiable The articles with quantifiable angles were helpful for coming up with

story ideas.
Ramifications The articles with ramification angles were helpful for coming up with

story ideas.
Sparks The hover-over creative sparks were helpful for coming up with story

ideas.

Table 5.1: Post-task questionnaire filled out by participants after using either AngleKindling or
INJECT. For both systems, participants were asked to rate its Helpfulness, Pursuable Angles and
requisite Mental Demand. Each system also had its own specific statements for rating each of its
features, to gauge what was most helpful of each tool.

demonstrating its features, using the offshore wind press release as an example. Also, since both

tools used New York Times articles, participants were given login information for the publication

if they did not have a subscription. After they felt they understood each tool’s features, they were

then given 15 minutes to brainstorm story ideas for the press release. From the co-design, we found

that this time-limit was reasonable and reflective of the time constraints that many journalists face

in practice at daily news publications. Participants recorded their story ideas in a document and

were encouraged to explain their process and reasoning as they came up with ideas. We define

“story ideas” loosely as questions or lines of thought they were genuinely interested in pursuing.
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AngleKindling INJECT p-value
Helpfulness 6.17 (0.99) 3.92 (1.38) <.05
Pursuable Angles 6.33 (0.75) 4.5 (2.25) .058
Mental Demand 1.83 (0.9) 3.42 (1.89) <.05

Table 5.2: Comparison of AngleKindling and INJECT across the three categories from the ques-
tionnaire. We conducted three paired-sample Wilcoxon tests with Bonferroni correction, and found
that AngleKindling was perceived to be (1) significantly more helpful and (2) significantly less
mentally demanding to use for brainstorming story ideas. Average scores are shown with stan-
dard deviation in parenthesis. Significant p-values are bolded.

After coming up with story ideas with each tool, participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire

(Table 5.1) to understood how each tool and its features helped them brainstorm ideas. And once

they brainstormed ideas for both press releases, they were asked a series of questions that probed

their preference of each system, how each tool did and did not help them, and how they can be

improved.

5.6.3 Participants

We recruited 12 professional journalists (average age = 37, 3 male, experience in the field

ranging from 5 to 29 years) via e-mail and social media calls for participation. Eligible partic-

ipants included journalists that work in any medium, including digital publications, newspapers,

magazines, radio or TV. Since the press releases were in English and from New York City, we

required participants to be English speakers and based in the United States. The interviews were

conducted remotely, and participants had to have a computer with Google Chrome. Participants

were compensated $30 for up to 60 minutes of their time.

5.7 Results

From the exit-interviews, all 12 participants preferred AngleKindling to INJECT for

brainstorming story ideas. Since the study was within-subjects and the questionnaire involved

ordinal data, we conducted three paired sample Wilcoxon tests with Bonferroni correction to com-

pare the two systems’ helpfulness, how pursuable their angles were, and their requisite mental
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AngleKindling Feature Ratings
Main Points 6.17 (1.14)
Controversies 5.92 (1.26)
Negative Outcomes 5.75 (1.42)
Related Content 5.67 (1.18)
Areas to Investigate 5.33 (1.75)
Historical Background 4.67 (1.31)

INJECT Feature Ratings
Quantifiable 4.83 (1.62)
Causal 3.83 (1.07)
Ramifications 3.75 (1.83)
Sparks 3.08 (2.1)
People 2.5 (1.61)

Table 5.3: The questionnaire results for each condition’s features. AngleKindling’s highest rated
features were the Main Points and potential Controversies. The Main Points along with the Re-
lated Content helped users deeply engage with and understand the press release quickly, while the
Controversies provided many, different ideas for stories. INJECT’s highest rated feature were the
Quantifiable articles which many journalists appreciated as a source of data and ideas for incorpo-
rating analysis in their stories. Average scores are shown with standard deviation in parenthesis.

demand. We found that AngleKindling was perceived to be significantly more helpful for com-

ing up with story ideas (W = 55, Z = 2.96, p < .05), scoring on average 6.17 (std = 0.99) on the

questionnaire, while INJECT scored 3.92 (1.38) (Table 5.2). Furthermore, while also more helpful

for brainstorming ideas, AngleKindling also required significantly less mental demand (W = 0,

Z = -2.74, p < .05), scoring on average 1.83 (0.9) compared to INJECT’s 3.42 (1.89). Finally, while

not significant, participants on average also rated AngleKindling’s angles as more pursuable (avg

= 6.33, std = 0.75) than those by INJECT (avg = 4.5, std = 2.25). In the following subsections we

provide greater context to these results and illustrate that AngleKindling was more helpful because

it (1) helped participants recognize angles they originally did not consider, (2) provided angles that

were useful for multiple, different types of stories, (3) helped journalists quickly and deeply engage

with the press release, and (4) incorporated contextualized historical background.
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5.7.1 AngleKindling helped participants recognize angles they originally did not consider.

The angles produced by GPT-3 in AngleKindling often contained new connections the jour-

nalists had not considered as they read the press release. For example, while working on the gun

violence release, P2 found a new area to investigate that she found promising: “How effective

have similar task forces been in other cities?” From this question, she imagined a story that would

compare and assess gun violence task forces in cities comparable to New York. For the zoning

press release, P9 was surprised by the controversy that “The plan could lead to more traffic and

congestion in New York City.” She had not considered this effect and became interested in in-

terviewing city-planning experts about the new train lines proposed by the plan. However, not

all of AngleKindling’s angles were immediately useful, such as the following controversy: “The

plan does not do enough to address the housing crisis”. P11 explained that this angle could be

“made by anyone about anything”. These generic angles did not inhibit participants however; they

were quickly able to scan each set of angles for anything interesting. The participants appreciated

being able to recognize interesting angles instead of coming up with their own. P8 described An-

gleKindling as “proactive”, helping her to immediately “see how I could write several stories from

this one press release”. Overall, AngleKindling was able to produce angles that surprised even

professional journalists.

Meanwhile, with INJECT, participants had to work harder to think of story ideas. Their process

involved assessing angles other journalists had used in the news articles and determining if they

could be applied to the press release. As P5 describes, “This one [INJECT] is more: think about

what other people did on a similar story and apply it here.” For example, for the article “New

Jersey Town says ‘No Thanks’ to Development”, P5 explained she might read this story to find out

the reasons why the residents of this town wanted less development and see if they’re applicable

to New York residents where the zoning changes were being made. Thinking of angles this way

was more mentally demanding and likely led to the significant difference in rating (Table 5.2); to

come up with ideas, participants were required to skim through the article, collect information,

and mentally reason if it was applicable to the press release. The hover-over sparks did little to
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make this process easier, as shown by their low average rating of 3.08 (Table 5.3). Participants

found sparks like “Make your angle more similar to the causal angle in this story” too high-level

to be helpful. Overall, coming up with story ideas with INJECT involved a few more mentally

taxing steps, while AngleKindling preemptively processed the press release to provide actionable,

concrete angles.

5.7.2 AngleKindling’s different angles were useful for multiple types of stories.

Participants found that AngleKindling’s angles to be useful for multiple different stories, in-

cluding (1) day-of stories, (2) next-day or week-long investigations, and finally (3) months-long

retrospective stories. Multiple participants, including P4, P7, P9, and P12 found the areas to inves-

tigate particularly useful for day-of stories: briefer pieces that aim to summarize the key takeaways

of the press release. The areas to investigate often included questions that P4 described as “aiming

to clarify” the press release and useful for gathering information, such as the following: “What

types of services and programs will be offered through this task force?”. However, these kinds

of stories were less exciting to many of the journalists who instead, preferred investigations that

probe what the administration “does not want revealed”, as P4 stated. This reasoning likely led to

areas to investigate have the lowest average usefulness of the GPT-3 completions incorporated in

AngleKindling (Table 5.3). Meanwhile, more investigative story ideas stemmed from the potential

sources of controversy and negative outcomes. For example, P12 pointed to the controversy that

“AT Mitchell may not be qualified to lead the task force” as a potential next-day or week long

story. She explained that, over the course of a few days, she would research the communities that

would be most affected by the new gun violence prevention measures Mayor Adams enacted and

then interview organizations or prominent members of those communities to get their take on AT

Mitchell. Finally, P8 pointed to a negative outcome that could potentially become a months-long

retrospective story: “The task force could be used to unfairly target communities of color”. She

explained that after a few months after the press release was distributed, she might gather some

data on who was arrested and where police were being stationed to gauge if this negative outcome
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had come into fruition. Overall, AngleKindling’s different angles lent themselves to multiple types

of stories, from shorter, summarization pieces to longer, deeper investigations.

5.7.3 AngleKindling helped journalists deeply engage with the press release quickly.

Many participants noted that the press releases from Mayor Adams’ administration were com-

plex and filled with unnecessary details that diverted their attention from important information.

The main points (D1) and the highlighted related content (D3), which participants rated on average

6.17 and 5.67 respectively (Table 5.3), helped them quickly skim and understand the press release,

despite this distracting fluff. Participants predominantly used the main points not to replace the

press release but to supplement their reading of it. One common strategy they employed was to

use the main points as a reading guide: they first scanned the main points to get a (1) high level

view of the claims and (2) a quick idea of the information they found interesting, then read the

press release in its entirety. As well as guiding their reading, participants also used the main points

as a quick reminder of the press release’s content as they thought of story ideas. After reading

the press release, and throughout his brainstorming process, P10 would reread the main points to

regain a “holistic view” of the press release as he assessed potential sources of controversy and

negative outcomes. By doing so, he could better contextualize and make sense of each potential

angle. However, the main points were not perfect. P12, P5, and P8 mentioned that the main points

missed information that they were very interested in from the press release, particularly the spe-

cific implementation details and statistics included in the document. These concrete details are

very useful for critically examining the feasibility of the plans mentioned in press releases. Thus,

the main points helped participants quickly understand the press release, but at the same time, can

be improved to prioritize the statistics mentioned in the document.

Highlighting related content was critical to helping journalists trust both the main points and

generated angles. As P2 explains, “The highlighted text is useful. It takes me there right to it...

I would not trust these main points without the highlighted text.” The related-content button and

highlighted text helped the participants quickly verify the veracity of each main point, and without
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this feature, they would be concerned that the main points might be erroneous or misleading. The

related content button also helped journalists acquire evidence to better understand a potential con-

troversy’s source. While working on the gun violence press release, P12 came upon a controversy

that was completely unexpected: “There might be infighting among the various agencies involved”.

She did not immediately understand why this controversy might be related, so she used the related

content button to scrub the press release and was taken to a claim in the text that explained the new

gun violence task force would work with multiple agencies, including the departments of health,

social services, and housing. Being able to verify these controversies enabled journalists to both (1)

better trust AngleKindling and (2) find interesting information they had not previously considered

in the press release.

5.7.4 AngleKindling provided contextualized historical background, which helped with brain-

storming story ideas.

Connecting a prior news article to an angle helped journalists better understand how the article

was related and how it could be applied to inspire new story ideas. For example, for the zoning

press release, P4 selected a potential negative outcome that stated, “The increased housing oppor-

tunities might not be affordable for low and middle-income New Yorkers.” The connected news

article was entitled “Some ‘Affordable’ Units Too Costly, Report Says” and detailed how new af-

fordable homes being built in the Bronx required household incomes above the median in New

York City. The combination of this angle and news article inspired the potential idea of comparing

the new plan with this past attempt to create affordable housing, to answer questions like: Does

Eric Adam’s plan avoid the pitfalls of past plans? Are these more empty promises? However,

sometimes articles did not provide useful background because they were tenuously connected to

the angle. For example, in the gun violence task force press release, the negative outcome: “The

recommendations of the task force might not be implemented properly” was connected to an article

about who is on U.S. Coronavirus Task Force. P2 stated this could be potentially interesting to-

ward a broad story on the general effectiveness of task forces, but ultimately found this article less
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useful because it was describing a federal task force instead of a city task force, created for a very

different problem. Overall, when the news articles were closely related to the angle, participants

were able to get relevant background information that sparked new ideas.

Meanwhile, in the INJECT condition, the separation of news articles into causal, quantifiable,

and ramification angles was not very conducive to coming up with story ideas. Participants had

trouble discerning why a certain article belonged to one of the categories, especially the causal and

ramification groups. P4 stated, “I did not really get the causal or ramification angles. This informa-

tion didn’t come through the article headlines”. He was unsure of how the article “A Pediatrician’s

View on Gun Violence and Children” belonged to the causal category; it was not immediately clear

what background or causes this article would reference. However, most participants appreciated

the quantifiable category, aligning with the findings from INJECT’s own evaluation [134]. Among

INJECT’s features, the quantifiable articles were the highest rated, receiving an average score of

4.83, compared to 3.83 for the causal articles and 3.75 for ramifications articles (Table 5.3). The

articles within the quantifiable category, were more explainable, often containing a statistic in their

headline or lead paragraph, like: “It has been nearly a quarter century since New York City experi-

enced as much gun violence in the month of June as it has seen this year.” The quantifiable articles

also provided inspiration on potential datasets to use or analyses to conduct for the press release.

P11 stated, “I really like the quantifiable angles, they include numbers and even trends that help

give me context for my story.” Finally, the participants also appreciated that the articles appeared

together in longer lists, which helped provide great coverage of the topic as a whole. P9 explained,

“[INJECT] is a bit broader. It helps me better understand the topic...this a great tool for background

information.” INJECT’s list-organization, while not immediately useful for brainstorming ideas,

helped participants better learn about the topic as a whole.

Finally, for both systems, participants wanted more contextual information, beyond historical

news articles. Many participants mentioned that their goal is to go from the source material to

interviewing relevant people and organizations as fast as possible. P4 explained, “The best story

ideas will come from people who are smarter than me on the topic.” He wanted both tools to go
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beyond providing angles and provide local organizations, leaders, and experts to interview. From

these interviews, journalists can identify the most important questions to answer in a story. While

INJECT extracted people and organizations for its related articles, often the extracted individuals

were too famous to easily interview or not related or local enough to the press release. As well as

individuals to interview, P6 who has a background in law, wanted excerpts of relevant laws brought

into each tool. For the zoning press release, P6 wanted a list of each new update to the zoning policy

in New York City. She specializes in month-long investigative stories, and incorporating this kind

of context would greatly benefit that work. Thus, participants wanted more information pulled into

these tools to (1) help them get to interviewing faster and (2) have a deeper understanding of the

topic.

5.8 Discussion

In the following section we discuss a few areas of future work, including enabling journalists to

write their own LLM-prompts to customize angle exploration, helping journalists prioritize angles

given their time constraints and the likelihood of an angle actually yielding a story, and applying

LLMs to read between the lines of other source material, like case law and academic papers.

Finally, we end by discussing the limitations of this work.

5.8.1 Customizing the LLM angle suggestions

Currently, AngleKindling includes a pre-defined set of angles: controversies, negative out-

comes, and areas to investigate, but participants expressed interest in customizing AngleKindling

to suggest angles that better aligned with their own and their editor’s interests. Our user study

provides additional evidence for the need of personalization in computational tools for journalists

[151]. P4 stated that he normally likes to write stories about “finance or the economy” and that

being able to “push the angles in that direction” would be really useful. One way to help journalists

personalize their angles could be to help them write their own LLM prompts. However, there are

many challenges novices face when writing LLM prompts, including (1) phrasing the prompt so
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that it best fulfills the task, (2) providing a diverse set of training examples, and (3) scoping the

prompt so that it does not ask for too much in one completion [166] [161]. A first step toward help-

ing journalists customize the LLM-prompts could be having them write their own angles as they

read press releases. For example, P4 could record financial-impact angles they thought of as they

read, as well as highlight the portion of the press release that inspired each angle. These training

samples could then be used as examples for a few-shot prompt, similar to the one shown in Figure

5.2, which could generate financial angles for new press releases. Past work has shown that with

support, novices can write their own prompts to create simple AI-applications [159] [160], but has

so far been only studied with UX designers and product managers. Future work can examine what

specific challenges professional journalists face when writing their own prompts and how to best

support them.

Helping journalists write their own prompts could also help them better understand how the

system creates its angle suggestions. While using AngleKindling, P7 and P4 both explained that

they might trust the suggestions more if they understood how they were generated. P4 was con-

cerned that the angle suggestions might bias him toward certain types of stories and was worried

that by spending time examining suggestions, he might be blinded to other angles he might have

come up with on his own. Future work can address if letting journalists write their own prompts

and familiarizing themselves with LLMs alleviates or exacerbates these anxieties. Perhaps by

writing their own prompts, journalists feel they more thoroughly and naturally explore the space

of angles, or alternatively, they might realize the LLM’s limitations and trust it less as a source for

angles.

5.8.2 Prioritizing different angles based on journalistic constraints

In addition to helping journalists personalize angles that better match their own or their editor’s

interests, AngleKindling can also support journalists in prioritizing which of these angles to pursue,

based on time-constraints or evidence. As explained in the user study findings, AngleKindling

provides angles that lend themselves to different types of stories, including day-of, next-day, and
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months-later. Instead of organizing angles by their type, such as controversy or negative outcome,

they could be organized by how much time and work they would take to fulfill. For journalists

with just a day to produce a story, AngleKindling could prioritize angles that can be fulfilled

quickly, like public reactions and summarization pieces, instead of more investigative stories that

require a deep dive into past legislation or interviews with experts. Another potential avenue

is to prioritize angles that are more likely to pique reader interest; this was a feature that P6,

P10, and P11 explicitly mentioned would be really useful in a system like AngleKindling. Even

with a custom LLM-prompt producing angles that are more aligned with their reader’s interests,

AngleKindling could support highlighting the most interesting ones from this set. If AngleKindling

was deployed in a newsroom, one interesting direction to take is to use click-through rates for

articles to train a classifier that could identify which angles would lead to stories their readers

might most be interested in. Thus, one rich area for future research is helping journalists sort the

system’s generated angles to satisfy these important constraints.

As well as sorting angles by projected reader interest and required effort, another concern

participants had was determining which angles would actually lead to interesting stories. While

P7 thought the controversies presented interesting ideas, she said it would be difficult to choose

which ones to conduct follow-up research for in practice. For the zoning press release, she pointed

at the controversy: “The plan could lead to gentrification”, and asked, “Why are you feeding me

that angle? Why would I go down that route? That would take a lot of time to verify that route”.

While she thought that gentrification was a potential outcome of the new zoning policies, she

had no conception of how likely this was the case or if there was any recent evidence that could

support this angle. Meanwhile, the provided historical background was a 2015 news article, which

provided evidence that past zoning plans did not include enough affordable housing. However, this

information was too old and did not help her assess the new plan. Thus, another line of future work

could involve understanding how to best gather initial evidence for angles, so that journalists can

quickly see which are most viable. Past work has shown user generated content, such as comments

and posts on social media, can be filtered to help journalists find sources and information for their
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stories [148]. A similar strategy can be used to help provide evidence, such as recent posts or users

to interview from social media platforms, for angles. Overall, beyond helping journalists realize

the many stories that can be written from a press release, future work can investigate how to help

prioritize angles that already have evidence to support them.

5.8.3 The potential for LLMs to read between the lines

Our evaluation of AngleKindling provides initial evidence that LLMs can identify the hidden

implications of a source text. These implications were sometimes completely unexpected and

appreciated by professional journalists, like “There might be infighting among the various agencies

involved” and “The plan could lead to more traffic and congestion in New York City.” While we

applied LLMs to read between the lines for press releases, they can be applied to many other

domains where reporters may ground a story in a specific document, such as law and academia.

Case law, for instance, would be an interesting source of documents to assess the capabilities

of an LLM for unveiling implications. Each case consists of a lengthy reasoning portion that

incorporates the relevant circumstances and facts as well as relevant prior law to explain the court’s

decision. An LLM can be applied to dissect the court’s argument and generate implications on (1)

how this reasoning might affect the outcomes of similar disputes and more broadly, (2) how this

decision might affect our lives. In addition to case law, LLMs can also be applied to unearth the

implications of findings in academic papers. LLMs are already being used to help those without

a scientific background better understand papers [167] by summarizing findings. But this can be

taken a step further to help the authors of these papers explore the ethical implications of their

findings, implications for other fields of research, and implications for our daily lives. These are

ripe domains for future work in understanding if and how LLMs can help us unearth the implicit

connections within a source text.
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5.8.4 Limitations

While we carefully designed our study, it is not without limitations. First, our implementation

of INJECT does not include all of its features, specifically the ability to search over a large corpus

of news articles from a variety of different sources. While we did not include this feature, we

do believe that our implementation was enough to compare the two broader strategies of both

tools, which for INJECT is providing relevant articles organized by their angle type. That being

said, there is the possibility that being able to search over a larger corpus might have improved

participants’ perceptions of INJECT. Though from the qualitative results we don’t think this is the

case; participants preferred AngleKindling because it was more “proactive” and provided concrete

ideas as opposed to only news articles.

The next set of limitations pertains to our participants. We recruited professional journalists

across the United States but had them all come up with angles for press releases from the New

York City Mayor’s office. This means that many participants lacked the additional context about

New York, its prominent politicians, and its history when coming up with angles. However, this is

not an unrealistic scenario, as many journalists are plunged into a new area’s politics and history

when they move or have recently started their career. Future work can examine how useful tools

like AngleKindling are for journalists reading press releases that are well within their beat and

expertise. Finally, we also only included journalists from the United States, whereas journalists

in other countries might have different opinions on what kind of angles they value and how they

prefer to be supported when they come up with story ideas.

Lastly, this work does not include a formal analysis for how well or how often GPT-3 can

create insightful angles. Our evaluation shows initial promise and evidence that LLMs are capable

of helping individuals read between the lines of a source text. Future work can conduct a more

rigorous assessment of how well LLMs perform at this task. Finally, LLMs are fundamentally

limited by their training data. GPT-3 might not function equally well across beats of science,

politics and local news. Perhaps LLMs can be fine-tuned or at least have their prompts tuned [168]

to support different beats. Next, publicly available LLMs are often not up to date with the latest
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news; GPT-3 only has world knowledge up until 2021, limiting its ability to generate angles on

very recent events. LLMs also reflect the bias in their training data [169] and future work can

elucidate if and how this bias bleeds into the story brainstorming process.

5.9 Conclusion

Informed by a three-month long co-design, we created AngleKindling, an interactive web tool

which employs a LLM to help journalists come up with angles for a press release. We conducted

a within-subjects study with 12 professional journalists, comparing AngleKindling to a very rele-

vant and recent creativity support tool for journalists, INJECT. We found that AngleKindling was

perceived to be significantly more helpful for coming up with ideas, with significantly less mental

demand. This was primarily due to AngleKindling (1) helping journalists recognize angles they

had not considered, (2) providing angles that were useful for multiple types of stories, (3) help-

ing journalists quickly and deeply engage with the press release, and (4) providing contextualized

historical context. Future work can explore how creating their own LLM-prompts might help jour-

nalists customize angle exploration and affect their trust of the system, how we might best help

journalists recognize the most viable angles within their time-limit, and how LLMs can be used to

read between the lines of other source material, like case law and academic papers.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Work

This dissertation illustrates how to design exploratory search systems that better stimulate our

memory. In this final chapter, we restate the contributions made by the three systems and discuss

future work.

6.1 Restatement of Contributions

Toward improving the design of exploratory search systems so that they better help us learn

with less cognitive load, this thesis presents three systems that embody three strategies for stimu-

lating our memory. The three strategies include: (1) constructing an association network for the

overview, so that it mimics our memory’s structure and helps users explicitly relate information,

(2) incorporating the user’s prior knowledge into this overview, so that new information sticks

better to what they already know, and (3) concretizing abstract information so that we can better

integrate abstract knowledge with our current knowledge. The contributions of this thesis are as

follows:

Concepts and Techniques

• Three design strategies for stimulating memory in exploratory search: (1) association net-

work, (2) prior knowledge, and (3) concreteness.

• Incrementally generating an association network from an item in a knowledge graph and

using network centrality and properties to create an organized view of the data.

• Using a few-shot LLM-prompt to construct a search space given a document.

• Sorting items within clusters by concreteness and relevance to help users quickly make sense

of abstract information.

Artifacts
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• SymbolFinder, a system which helps novice graphic designers explore visual symbols for

abstract concepts.

• TastePaths, a system which helps music listeners explore and find songs to listen to in a

genre.

• AngleKindling, a system which helps journalists explore story angles for a press release.

Experimental Results

• Three formative studies which illustrate that users have trouble exploring the diverse ele-

ments of an information space because of fixation and the limits of their memory.

• A comparative user study with 10 novice designers, which demonstrates that SymbolFinder

helps users find 50% more symbols with significantly less mental demand and effort. This

result supports that an association network and concreteness helped users remember and

explore the diverse meanings associated with an abstract concept.

• A study with two versions of TastePaths (with and with-out prior knowledge) demonstrating

that prior knowledge is very useful for exploring and understanding an overview.

• A study illustrating that AngleKindling was perceived to be significantly more helpful for

thinking of story ideas with less mental demand than a prior journalistic angle-ideation tool

that provides less concrete suggestions.

6.2 Future Work

There are three broad avenues of future work that stem from this dissertation: (1) further ex-

ploring the effectiveness of the three memory strategies, (2) building exploratory search systems

that use LLMs instead of task-specific datasets, and finally (3) enabling end-users to build their

own exploratory search systems.
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6.2.1 Further exploring the three memory strategies

Expanding association networks

Each system in this dissertation constructs and organizes an association network to help users

learn about and explore an information space. Two of these systems, SymbolFinder and TastePaths,

rely on human-curated datasets to construct their association networks: SymbolFinder uses a word

association dataset, SWOW [61], and TastePaths uses the Spotify Knowledge Graph. While these

datasets are high quality, they are expensive to make and incomplete. For example, SWOW is

missing many pop-culture associations, such as movies and TV shows, and at the same time, the

dataset is missing concepts that emerged after its creation, such as COVID-19. Similarly, Spotify’s

Knowledge Graph is (1) missing countless brand new artists that are emerging everyday across

many different music platforms, as well as (2) artists that are lesser known to western populaces.

Thus, to make these systems more complete and enable exploratory search across all concepts and

sub-genres, we need to develop automatic methods to expand these association networks.

One method for expanding association networks is to use the current network as training data

and scan other databases to extract new items with similar properties. For example, consider the

concept summer in SWOW and its association watermelon. From some large corpus of text, such

as Wikipedia, we could find documents that include both the concept summer and each of its as-

sociations. We could then take the text surrounding the concept and association in each document,

and perhaps some extracted linguistic features, as training data for a classifier. The goal for this

classifier is to encode the textual relationship between concepts and their associations in text. Per-

haps the text surrounding summer and watermelon encodes some linguistic relationship that can be

used to find other associations. Then, given a new concept like Star Wars, this classifier can be used

to crawl a large corpus and find associations that have a similar relationship with the new concept,

like lightsaber. One challenge with creating such a classifier is that even with a lot of training data

and a sophisticated model, it might still suggest incorrect associations. SymbolFinder’s clusters

captured the different meanings of each concept so well because of the quality of the underlying
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associations. Thus, in addition to supplying new associations automatically, future work can also

investigate how to help users quickly inspect and edit them to ensure quality. Such a tool will help

expand these networks and enable exploratory search over long-tail items.

Including collective prior knowledge

From TastePath’s qualitative study, we learned that incorporating the user’s prior knowledge is

incredibly valuable for helping them make sense of new information. The participants of this study

were Spotify users with extensive listening experience on the application. From their prior listening

interactions, we were able to understand their preferences and determine which artists to serve as

their anchors as they explored. However, sometimes the user’s prior knowledge is incomplete

or not good enough to help them navigate the information space. For example, journalists have

to consider multiple perspectives when choosing a story angle for a particular story. As well as

their own interests, journalists have to consider their editor’s preferences for angles as well as

their general audience’s interests. Therefore, prior knowledge in this case should be collective and

encapsulate the preferences of these multiple parties to help journalists choose the best angles. The

same idea also applies to SymbolFinder. Symbols, as a form of visual communication, should be

selected so that they are recognizable to the most people. And thus, we should also incorporate

collective prior knowledge in SymbolFinder, to highlight symbols that have commonly been used

to represent abstract concepts. Overall, sometimes the prior knowledge incorporated in exploratory

search systems needs to go beyond that of its immediate user.

One way to include collective prior knowledge is to incorporate the knowledge provided by

the interactions of multiple users. For example, for AngleKindling, we could use the publication’s

website and analyze its click-through rates to determine the kinds of angles its audience prefers.

We could take articles with high click-through rates and train a classifier to identify which angles

best aligned with reader interest in AngleKindling. Similarly, for SymbolFinder, we could take

existing repositories of ads and other visual messaging to identify common visual symbols used to

represent abstract concepts, like a skull and crossbones for dangerous. By conducting this analysis
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among numerous abstract concepts, we could highlight words and images in SymbolFinder that

are particularly iconic and easily-recognizable for each cluster. This way, users can create visual

blends that are easier to understand. In conclusion, we could analyze external datasets, like website

interactions and visual messaging datasets, to incorporate collective prior knowledge in exploratory

search systems.

Satisfying secondary constraints while exploring concrete information

For all three systems, incorporating concrete examples helped users make sense of more ab-

stract information. However, for each system, secondary constraints emerged as users explored

concrete information. For example, as users explored images for concrete words in SymbolFinder,

they wanted to find symbols with specific visual characteristics, like a transparent background, a

cartoon depiction, or a circular silhouette. Similarly for TastePaths, when users found an artist

they were interested in, they wanted to quickly explore the wide range of sounds produced by

that artist. By default, TastePaths incorporates the artist’s popular tracks as concrete examples,

but these tracks often came from one popular album and users were not sure if they received a

holistic perspective on the artist’s music. Thus, a secondary constraint for these concrete, popular

tracks was to ensure that they sampled varied tracks of the artist’s discography. And finally, for

AngleKindling, the journalists wanted to filter the provided concrete, background articles so that

they were about a particular topic or city. Future exploratory search systems should not only incor-

porate concrete examples but enable end-users to sift through these examples in meaningful ways

to fulfill secondary constraints for their particular task.

Anticipating the complete set of secondary constraints for a particular search task is not feasi-

ble, but we can help users flexibly fulfill secondary constraints by helping them construct simple

classifiers to sort concrete items. For example, in SymbolFinder, we could enable users to construct

simple training sets to build classifiers that identify symbols with a particular visual characteristic.

A user interested in filtering for black and white images might first select a few they have seen as

positive examples, in addition to colorful images as negative examples. Similarly for AngleKin-
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dling, journalists could select background articles that discuss a particular city or topic in length

to train a text classifier to find similar articles. By incorporating functionality to help users meet

their specific secondary constraints within concrete items, we can make exploratory search systems

more flexible and useful for a variety of different goals.

6.2.2 LLMs as a general dataset for exploratory search systems

AngleKindling makes the first step toward exploratory search systems that do not rely on

datasets pertaining to a particular task. For SymbolFinder and TastePaths, the choice of underlying

dataset was both critical to the system’s success but also fundamentally limited both systems. For

example, while word-associations led to better clusters in SymbolFinder, the SWOW dataset was

small and incomplete, lacking associations for pop-culture concepts, like Star Wars, and emerg-

ing concepts like COVID-19. Similarly, TastePaths relied on Spotify’s artist knowledge graph,

where the only association between artists was if they shared listeners, while there can be many

more, like influence and shared sonic characteristics. Unlike these two systems, AngleKindling

employed an LLM, which was trained on billions of documents, and therefore contains a general

world knowledge that could be useful for many different exploratory search tasks. While we fo-

cused on controversies, the LLM could have been prompted to generate any kind of angle, from

sports, economics, immigration, and more. And beyond journalistic angles, LLMs may be able

to construct search spaces for other documents and domains like law and academia. Thus, one

long-term line of future work lies in examining the potential of LLMs as the general, founda-

tional dataset for exploratory search systems, where the first step is extending AngleKindling’s

techniques to other domains.

Extending AngleKindling’s techniques to documents in law and academia

AngleKindling was able to read between the lines of a press release and construct a search

space of angles for journalists. This ability of LLMs can be extended to other knowledge-work

domains where people analyze documents to explore their consequences and implications, such
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as law and academia. Case law, for instance, would be an interesting source of documents to

assess the capabilities of an LLM for unveiling implications. Each case consists of a lengthy

reasoning portion that incorporates the relevant circumstances and facts as well as relevant prior

law to explain the court’s decision. An LLM can be applied to dissect the court’s argument and

generate implications on (1) how this reasoning might affect the outcomes of similar disputes and

more broadly, (2) how this decision might affect our lives. In addition to case law, LLMs can

also be applied to unearth the implications of findings in academic papers. LLMs are already

being used to help those without a scientific background better understand papers by summarizing

findings [167]. But this can be taken a step further to help the authors of these papers explore the

ethical implications of their findings, implications for other fields of research, and implications for

our daily lives. By extending AngleKindling to these related domains, we can gather additional

evidence that LLMs are able to generally support many exploratory search tasks.

Rigorously evaluating how well LLMs generate implications from text sources

Journalists found some of AngleKindling’s suggestions to be insightful and novel and others to

be a bit generic and unhelpful. While building AngleKindling, we experimented with a few types

of prompts, including (1) a zero-shot prompt which asked the model to provide a list of contro-

versies, as well as (2) a few-shot prompt which provided three examples of controversies to the

model. Through a few informal experiments, we found that the few-shot prompts produced more

compelling angles and fewer generic ones. Future work can more thoroughly assess how to de-

sign better prompts that produce high-quality and diverse potential controversies (or implications

in general) from a source text. Perhaps with 20 examples of controversies and employing a tech-

nique like prompt-tuning could lead to better angles, or alternatively, there could be some chain of

prompts that performs better. Going further, LLMs might be better at producing implications for

some domains more so than others, based on the distribution of content they were fed through their

training data. Perhaps because of the proliferation of news and journalism on the web, LLMs are

more adept at producing implications that align with journalistic angles, as opposed to implications
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from case law or machine learning literature. Therefore, future work can also rigorously assess the

domains where LLMs are better able to generate implications for than others.

Making LLM generations more explainable

During AngleKindling’s evaluation, journalists often wondered why the system was producing

certain angles. For example, for the zoning press release, the LLM suggested that the plans for

affordable housing could backfire and lead to gentrification. Was this suggestion due to the model

having seen this type of effect before, perhaps in prior news articles it consumed in its training

data? Or had the model simply learned to contradict the claims made by the press release? To

help users understand and better evaluate LLM suggestions, future work can investigate how to

identify particularly influential text in the training data that led to the LLM suggestion. Perhaps

LLMs can cite their sources to give journalists reason to believe in the suggestion. As mentioned

in the prior section, journalists often have little time to write a story and making LLM suggestions

more explainable would lead to faster evaluations of the generated angles.

6.2.3 Toward end-users creating their own exploratory search systems with LLMs

In addition to being large repositories of general world knowledge, LLMs also make this knowl-

edge readily accessible to those without programming expertise through natural language prompt-

ing. Users can specify the task they want the LLM-prompt to complete in English, like “summarize

this paragraph” or “come up with controversies that could stem from this press release”. Given this

ability, novices could potentially create their own exploratory search systems like AngleKindling

on their own. All three exploratory search systems discussed in this thesis required lengthy for-

mative studies and co-design to understand the needs and pain-points of users for each exploratory

task. By supporting novices in constructing their own such systems, we can (1) save the time and

effort involved with computer scientists understanding the difficulties of end-users and (2) enable

end-users to create exploratory search systems that better support their specific needs. Thus, a sec-

ond long-term line of future work lies in helping end-users create their own exploratory search
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systems with LLMs.

Customizing the LLM-prompts in AngleKindling

Our implementation of AngleKindling helped journalists uncover potential controversies that

could emerge from press releases. But journalists have a variety of backgrounds and interests,

and two journalists might pursue wildly different angles from the same press release, such as

economics, sports, immigration, etc. One clear next step to help journalists tailor AngleKindling’s

suggested angles to their own interests is to help them customize the LLM-prompts. A possible

way to support this is to have journalists create training samples for the types of angles they would

like generated. Similar to the few-shot prompt used in AngleKindling, journalists could highlight

sections of the press release and record the angles those sections inspired. These pairs of sections

and angles could then serve as training examples.

Exploratory search for prompt-debugging

Beyond journalism, to help users construct their own exploratory search systems with LLMs,

they will need to be able to write effective LLM-prompts. For example, if we were to recreate Sym-

bolFinder but with an LLM, one prompt a user might write is “List 10 different broad associations

of control”. Or similarly for TastePaths, one prompt might be “List the sub-genres of Art-rock,

with 10 representative bands for each one”. Past work has shown that novices, individuals without

machine learning experience, face many challenges when writing their own prompts [161] [166].

For example, a journalist might want to summarize a section of a press release without its positive

bias, with the prompt, “Summarize the following section in unbiased language: [section]”, but the

LLM is neither pulling out the pieces of information the journalist thinks is most important nor

removing the bias. An LLM-prompt can be modified in many ways to improve its performance,

and novices do not have great intuition on which path to take. In this case, the journalist could do

away with the natural language prompt, and provide the sentences he wants extracted and rewritten

as training samples. Alternatively, he could keep the natural language prompt and edit its phrasing.
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Perhaps “TLDR” is a better phrase to prime the model than “Summarize”. But novices do not have

an intuitive understanding of the underlying training data from which the model was trained to op-

timize the natural language prompt. Finally another option is to decompose this prompt into two,

simpler prompts. Perhaps the LLM should first extract important information in one prompt, then

pass this result to another prompt which rewrites it in simpler language. Ultimately, the potential

changes that can be made to improve an LLM-prompt forms quite a large search space. Future

work can investigate how to help novices explore variations to their prompts to help make them

more robust.

Helping users construct overviews from abstract inputs

A clear pattern from the three exploratory search systems illustrated in this thesis is to take an

abstract piece of information (such as a concept, genre, or entire press release), and to construct

an overview that enables users to drill down into progressively more concrete information. An ex-

ploratory search system generator could guide users in constructing this overview through a chain

of LLM-prompts. The system could help users brainstorm the high-level areas of the information

space for the given input, which in the case of SymbolFinder, is the abstract concept’s different

meanings and contexts. From here, an LLM prompt can assist users in brainstorming more con-

crete subdivisions for each high-level area. In addition to helping users construct an overview,

this exploratory search system generator would need to be able to handle different kinds of tex-

tual inputs, such as single concepts, or entire documents. At the same time, it would also need

to visualize the overview as it’s being created to help users identify sections of the information

space that are less complete and need to be broken down further. By guiding users in decomposing

their problem into concrete subdivisions, we can help them form an overview from which they can

locate their solution.
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Helping users address secondary constraints in exploration

Exploratory search tasks often have emerging, secondary constraints. For SymbolFinder, these

secondary constraints included the tone of the symbol and its visual characteristics (color, shading,

background, etc). For AngleKindling, these constraints were the amount of time and effort required

to substantiate an angle, as well as the potential audience interest for that angle. Toward creating a

tool to help users make their own exploratory search system, there will need to be features that help

users address these secondary constraints. This, in part, could also be addressed with LLMs. For

example, during AngleKindling’s evaluation, journalists were able to identify angles that aligned

better with their editor’s or audience’s interests. Future systems could help journalists label these

angles to train a few-shot LLM prompt that will then attempt to classify other angles that are

similar.

6.3 Summary

Exploratory search is a crucial activity we do on a daily basis. ES involves gathering and mak-

ing sense of information to learn about a complicated topic. Currently, ES is a cognitively taxing

process, but by designing ES systems to better stimulate our memory, we can make learning easier

and less mentally demanding. This thesis introduced three strategies to better stimulate memory:

(1) building an association network overview, (2) incorporating the user’s prior knowledge and

(3) concretizing abstract information. Embodying these three strategies are three prototypes also

introduced and examined by this thesis: SymbolFinder, TastePaths, and AngleKindling. Across

these projects, we support exploration for three separate sets of users and domains: SymbolFinder

helps graphic designers explore diverse symbols for abstract concepts, TastePaths helps music fans

explore new artists within a genre, and AngleKindling helps journalists explore story angles given

a press release. Looking toward thee future, we can investigate broadly (1) the potential of LLMs

as the general, foundational dataset for exploratory search systems and (2) how to help end-users

create their own exploratory search systems with LLMs.
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